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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is in the first place to present and to analyse 
any differences between Isaiah 5:1-7 (the Song of the Vineyard) as it stands 
in MT, as represented by Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia,1 and as it appears 
in the (Great) Isaiah Scroll, 1QIsaa; secondly, to present any points of con-
tact between, on the one hand, divergences from MT in 1QIsaa (and in frag-
ments of Isaiah 5:1-7 in any other Dead Sea Scrolls mss.) and, on the other 
hand, divergences from MT attested in one or more of four ancient versions 
(LXX, targum, Vulgata, and Peshitta); and thirdly, to present and to discuss 
those places where a version differs from MT and/or another version but 
upon which the DSS (Dead Sea Scrolls) material has no obvious bearing 
1. K. ELLIGER – W. RUDOLPH (eds.); fascicle 7: Liber Jesaiae, D. WINTON THOMAS (ed.), Stutt-
gart: Württembergische Bibelanstalt, 1968, pp. 7-8. In preparing this text regular use has been 
made of OakTree Software’s Accordance programme and its electronic editions of BHS, LXX 
(Alfred Rahlfs’ manual edition), the targum (based upon the electronic text of The Complete 
Aramaic Lexicon Project (CAL) of Hebrew Union College, ... [u]sed by permission of Professor 
Stephen A. Kaufmann [; a]dditional tagging and gloss preparation by Dr. Edward M. Cook with 
the assistance of Stephen W. Marler), Vulgata (Robert Weber’s manual edition), DSS biblical 
texts (prepared by Martin Abegg, James E. Bowley, and Edward M. Cook, with Casey Toews), 
and the various English versions (especially the NETS translation of LXX Isaiah by Moisés 
Silva and the targum translation by Eldon Clem). For the biblical texts the Paratext programe 
of the United Bible Societies and the Summer Institute of Linguistics has also been useful 
especially for citations from Peshitta and the Slavonic. Pointing of the targum is based on the 
edition by Stenning as well as the Accordance (CAL) one.
John Francis ELWOLDE, «Isaiah 5:1-7 in the Dead Sea Scrolls, Mt, and versions...»,
en Relectures de l’Escriptura a la llum del Concili Vaticà II (1). «La vinya» 
(ScrBib 14, Barcelona: ABCat – FTC – PAM 2014, pp. 89-132)
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beyond, in many cases, that of supporting the form of text found in MT.2 It 
is hoped that the study should, accordingly, serve as a useful initial source 
for textual criticism and interpretation of the Song of the Vineyard and also 
as an introduction to the kind of differences from MT that are found in DSS 
biblical mss. in general.
The following background comments on 1QIsaa are extracted from the 
recent official edition in the Discoveries in the Judaean Desert (DJD) series.
Malachi Martin in a 1958 study [...] concluded that a single scribe was respon-
sible for copying the original manuscript [of 1QIsaa]. A lingering debate has 
continued, however, concerning whether the copying of the main manuscript 
was done by one or two scribes. Some propose that one scribe copied Isaiah 
1-33 (cols. I-XXVII) and a second scribe copied Isaiah 34-66 (cols. XXVIII-
LIV).3 After working many years on this volume, the present editors are con-
vinced that a single scribe copied the entire book, and a series of subsequent 
hands made a few corrections and inserted expansions. [...] In addition to the 
original scribe, at least three, and possibly as many as seven, distinctive hands 
can be discerned ... The original scribe copied the manuscript toward the end 
of the second century BCE, c. 125-100, and clearly he is the one who [also] 
made most of the corrections. [...]
[T]he early date of 1QIsaa reduces the likelihood that it was copied at 
Qumran. At any rate, the manuscript quite likely reflects the orthography of 
the source text from which it was copied, which would certainly have ante-
dated the settlement at Qumran. That the orthography is not necessarily due 
to this scribe but may reflect its source text is supported by another conside-
ration. The basic composition of Isaiah 34-66 is generally later than that of 
1-33, and thus can be expected to display a fuller orthography. The fact that a 
single scribe copied the entire manuscript, yet the orthographic character is 
more full in the latter part, indicates that the orthography of 1QIsaa is not due 
primarily to this scribe. [...]
2. However, due to the nature of the topic, the boundaries between different categories are 
not always watertight. For example, at the end of v. 7a the Isaiah Scroll’s ועושעש עטנ may be seen 
both as supporting MT’s ויָﬠוּשֲׁﬠַשׁ עַטְנ and as offering explanation for LXX’s lack of pronominal 
reference; see §22, below.
3. Within the same official publication, ABEGG, «Linguistic Profile», 40-41, comments: 
«[T]he evidence suggests that the scribe of 1QIsaa took considerable pains to end chapter 33 
at the bottom of column XXVII. Although Kutscher correctly defended the position that only 
one scribe copied the entire scroll ... [, a] notable increase in orthographic and morphological 
variation begins at column XXVIII and continues to the end of the scroll. [...] In essence, the 
scroll displays in the second half a higher percentage of spellings and forms which are common 
in the nonbiblical manuscripts from Qumran. Why this is —perhaps the scribe (or his source 
text) used one manuscript for copying the first half and a different one for the second half— we 
may never fully know.»
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[S]even major secondary additions4 indicate that [MT] displays a later 
stage of textual development than [...] 1QIsaa, even if the linguistic features of 
[MT] did not undergo as much updating as those of 1QIsaa.5
Note that the text of Isaiah 5:1-7 as it appears in column 4 lines 12-21 
of the Isaiah Scroll is clearly presented, just as it is in MT, as a textual unit 
distinct from the text ending at 4:6 and the text beginning at 5:8.6
2. VARIATIONS BETWEEN 1QISAA AND MT
2.1. Variations reflecting little or no difference in meaning
2.1.1. Variations in pronunciation and spelling (§§1-8)
§1 (v. 1b)
MT: יִדיִדיִל הָיָה םֶרֶכּ
1QIsaa: ידידיל אהיה ֿמׄרכ
For the spelling אהיה for הָיָה, Kutscher7 notes also 12:2 (אהיה) and אהתע 
and אהעד elsewhere in the Dead Sea Scrolls, as well as the spelling alef-he 
(rather than he-alef). Neither Kutscher nor Qimron8 offers an obvious par-
allel or explanation for this spelling, which perhaps represents a confused 
merging of Aramaizing phonetic spelling with traditional orthography or 
simply a particularly striking example of «evident confusion between he 
and aleph».9 
4. At 34:17-35:2; 37:5-7; 38:20b-22, 40:7; 40:14b-16; 63:3aβ-bα.
5. ULRICH – FLINT, DJD, 32.2.63, 64, 89, 90. Note also íbid., 2.199, 211, on 1QIsab, which «is 
inscribed in a late Hasmonaean or early Herodian hand, to be dated approximately in the third 
quarter of the first century BCE ... In general 1QIsab has from its first publication been correctly 
assessed as textually close to the Masoretic tradition».
6. In contrast, Odes 10 includes vv. 8-9a as part of the Song of Isaiah.
7. KUTSCHER, Language, 185.
8. HDSS, 23 (§100.7).
9. ABEGG, «Linguistic profile», 27 (§1.6, on lamed-he and lamed-alef verbs); see also ibíd., 31 
(§2.1), where it is pointed out that 82% of the «widespread evidence of weakening and confu-
sion among the gutturals» in the Isaiah Scroll pertains to alef and he.
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§2 (v. 2a)
MT:  לָדְּגִמ  ןֶבִיַּו קֵֹרשׂ וּהֵﬠָטִּיַּו
1QIsaa: לדגמ אנביו  קרוש והעטיו
The form קרוש appears to correspond to the Scroll’s standard practice. 
For example, of «some 424 instances of לֵטוֹק verbal forms in MT», only 60 
are spelt defectively in MT.10 However, Ulrich & Flint say that the waw here 
appears to have been adapted from an initial yod that had perhaps been 
incorporated under the (phonetic) influence of תריש in the preceding line.11 
See §22 for LXX’s double rendering of this word.
Kutscher understandably does not include the variant אנביו (see §10, on 
אנביו for ןֶבִיַּו) in his listing of «א as Final Mater Lectionis for a:, e:, instead 
of MT ה» (see on אשוע for MT הֶֹשׂע, in v. 5a, §7) but does note it as another 
example of the phenomenon represented by הש(ע)יו for שַׂﬠַיַּו in vv. 2b, 4b;12 
see §10, on this, and §22, on the targum’s interpretation of לָדְּגִמ.
§3 (v. 3b)
MT: אָנ־וּטְפִשׁ
1QIsaa: הנוטופש
The first waw in the Isaiah Scroll verb appears to reflect the (spoken) 
form of the non-suffixed imperative among contemporaries of the scribe: 
וּטוֹפְשׁ; cf. Isa 36:4, אָנ־וּרְמִא (MT), אנ  ורומא (1QIsaa); 38:3, אָנ־רָכְז (MT), אנרוכז 
(1QIsaa).13 Qimron rejects Kutscher’s explanation of this form of the 
imperative as Aramaizing and instead draws attention to the similarities of 
vocalization in the Qal imperfect (cf., e.g., והלוקסיו in v. 2), imperative, and 
infinitive,14 and to the distinction in vocalization that all three paradigms 
make between forms with and without pronominal suffixes.15
10. KUTSCHER, Language, 128. At ibíd., 85, Kutscher argues that the persistence of defective 
forms in the Scroll indicates that «it was copied directly from a text whose orthography was 
defective [...] [W]here the underlying text was written defective our scribe would sometimes 
write the word plene, as was his habit, and sometimes defective, in accord with the text he 
copied.»
11. ULRICH – FLINT, DJD 32.2.99.
12. See KUTSCHER, Language, 163 (where, however, «אכביו (= MT ךביו)» is included), 328.
13. ULRICH – FLINT, DJD 32.2.66 include the passive with waw for shewa in their table of 
1QIsaa’s «Characteristic Orthography and Morphology».
14. Cf. GKC §46.1: «The ground-forms of the Imperative, ֹלטְק (properly qatŭl, which is for 
an original qŭ, and לַטְק [...], the same in pronunciation as the forms of the Infin. constr. [...], are 
also the basis for the formation of the Imperfect [...]»
15. QIMRON, HDSS, 50-55 (§§311.13-14), especially 53 (§311.14). 
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The ending of this imperative in nun-he appears to be nothing more 
than an orthographic variant for the precative particle אָנ, joined to, instead 
of separated from, the preceding verb, and with he instead of alef.16 For 
Kutscher, nun-he, either separated from the preceding word, as at 7:13 
(הנ ועמש), or suffixed to it, as here, is simply a further instance of «ה as final 
mater lectionis [...] instead of MT א».17
The representation of the particle with ẚlef in v. 5 (אנ עידוא התאו ) and with 
he in v. 3 appears to provide another example of the orthographic inconsist-
ency of the Isaiah Scroll scribe even within a literary unit as small as the 
Song of the Vineyard. In the same two verses, we find MT’s הָתַּﬠְו «and now» 
spelt first with ayin (v. 3) and then with ẚlef (v. 5); note also the variants at 
the end of vv. 2 and 4 (see the following entry), where the verb in MT שַׂﬠַיַּו 
םיִשֻׁאְבּ is represented by the orthographically expected form השעיו in v. 2 but 
without the ayin in v. 4 (השיו).
§4 (vv. 2b, 4b)
MT: םיִשֻׁאְבּ שַׂﬠַיַּו
1QIsaa: םישואב השעיו
MT:  םיִשֻׁאְבּ שַׂﬠַיַּו
1QIsaa:  םישואב השיו 
For the variation שַׂﬠַיַּו - השעיו (השיו) from a morpho-syntactic perspective, 
see §10. According to Rosenbloom,18 the 1QIsaa reading השיו, noted in BHS, 
«makes no sense» and could only have arisen «through scribal careless-
ness». However, the parallelism with v. 4, where the orthographically more 
traditional העשיו is found, clearly indicates that השיו, like רובי for ֹרבֲﬠַי at 
28:15 (Qere), is an example of phonetic assimilation of ayin to alef and of a 
tendency of the alef (and its graphic representation) to disappear:19 «The ‘א’ 
was not pronounced».
16. ULRICH – FLINT, DJD, 32.2.71 include הנוטופש for אנ וטְפש in their table of 1QIsaa’s «Char-
acteristic Orthography and Morphology» (in which nine items from our section of text are 
cited) but also list it as one of up to twenty-one possible textual variants (ibíd., 123-24).
17. 164. In the unit 5:1-7 the use of he for alef in MT is not otherwise attested. MT final alef 
is, however, frequently matched by a final alef in the Scroll and the opposite phenomenon, that 
is to say, a final alef in the Scroll for a final he in MT, is also common; see KUTSCHER, Language, 
163-64.
18. Isaiah Scroll, 11.
19. KUTSCHER, Language, 57; see ibíd., 507, for further examples of the disappearance or 
supralinear addition of ayin; cf. QIMRON, HDSS, 25 (§200.11).
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Against the background of this claim,20 it is unsurprising that Kutscher 
lists the case of םישואב for MT’s םיִשֻׁאְבּ in these two verses (5:2,4) as an 
instance not of waw as mater lectionis for the vowel u, but of the combina-
tion alef-waw as a digraph representation of the same vowel,21 which also 
appears in reverse, waw-alef, notably in the frequent writing of םֻאְנ «saying 
of» as םאונ (ibíd., 498): «In fact th[is] word was pronounced nu:m, but the 
etymological ’aleph continued to be written. As this was the pronunciation, 
it did not matter whether the waw was placed before the ’aleph or after it».22 
The fact that Ulrich & Flint include םישואב for םיִשֻׁאְבּ in their table of «Gen-
eral Orthographic Forms»,23 suggests that they support Kutscher’s analysis 
here rather than regarding the Isaiah Scroll form as simply an instance of 
plene writing of the passive participle, which they include as part of 1QIsaa’s 
«Characteristic Orthography and Morphology».24
The phonetic disappearance of vocal shewa and the alef (or other guttur-
al that followed it) is most clearly demonstrated in cases in which graphic 
representation of the alef is omitted entirely in the Isaiah Scroll, e.g. בז for 
בֵאְז (Isa 65:25) or ותנת for וֹתָנֵאְתּ (Isa 36:16).25 Kutscher specifies that this 
disappearance of the shewa mobile and the guttural that followed in the 
forms mentioned here would have had less impact on liturgical and other 
forms of slower, more careful, reading and pronunciation.26
The difference in the parallel forms השעיו and השיו is a further example 
of the scribe’s orthographic inconsistency.
§5 (vv. 4a, 6a, 6a)
MT: ֹאל 
1QIsaa: אול 
According to Abegg, in the Isaiah Scroll the negative particle is always 
written as אול,27 which is listed by Ulrich & Flint as one of the principal 
20. See also KUTSCHER, Language, 508-11: «the laryngeals and pharyngeals were indistin-
guishable in the dialect of the scribe of the Scr.» (p. 508).
21. KUTSCHER, Language, 174.
22. KUTSCHER, Language, 499; see also QIMRON, HDSS, 20-21 (§100.5).
23. DJD, 32.2.71.
24. DJD, 32.2.66.
25. KUTSCHER, Language, 498, 499.
26. KUTSCHER, Language, 499; see also íbid., 56.
27. ABEGG, «Linguistic profile», 28 (§1.8). The situation in the Isaiah Scroll is largely rep-
resentative of the DSS as a whole, at least on the basis of the corpus used by Qimron in HDSS, 
where, however, it is pointed out that the form without waw is attested «119 times» (as against 
«about 400 times» with waw), «mainly in [the] H[odayot], which is very conservative in its 
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forms representing 1QIsaa’s «Characteristic Orthography and Morphology»,28 
although the same form is also well attested in MT29 as well as in other DSS 
and the Mishnah.30 Kutscher points out that the spelling waw-alef at the 
end of a word to indicate o is typical of «chronologically late books».31
§6 (v. 5a)
MT: םֶכְתֶא אָנּ־הָﬠיִדוֹא הָתַּﬠְו  
1QIsaa: המכתא אנ עידוא התאו 
Kutscher32 lists התאו for MT הָתַּﬠְו as one of rather many examples of 
representation by ẚlef of aʿyin in MT and, more generally, of the confused 
employment of «laryngeals and pharyngeals» in the Isaiah Scroll and 
other contemporary documents: «the laryngeals and pharyngeals were 
indistinguishable in the dialect of the scribe»,33 as they were in Babylonian 
Talmudic Aramaic, Mandaic, and Samaritan Aramaic.34 Rosenbloom, how-
ever, sees התאו as reflecting «faulty memory or misinterpretation of what 
was being dictated»35 rather than neutralization of ẚlef of aʿyin in at least 
some registers or dialects of the Hebrew used at the time. It is, of course, 
disconcerting that in v. 3 the Isaiah Scroll scribe uses the «correct» version, 
with aʿyin (םלשורי יבשוי התעו), although this is simply yet another instance of 
scribal inconsistency in this passage (compare, for example, with הנ in v. 3 
and אנ in v. 5). In any case, it is unlikely that the scribe understood a second 
person pronoun here, which, as Rosenbloom36 points out, would make poor 
sense in context.
spelling and language» (ibíd., 21 [§100.51]). QIMRON, ibíd., also points out that «[t]he spelling ול 
(= אל) occurs 7 times [in the DSS corpus employed]».
28. DJD 32.2.66; see also ibid., 65, where it is noted that the same form in the Scroll can 
also represent the prepositional structure found as וֹֹל in MT; see also KUTSCHER, Language, 173, 
for prepositional אול and אוב in «the second part of the Scr.» and in, for example, 4QFlorilegium 
(4Q174 1 i 11), where MT’s בָאְל וֹלּ־הֶיְהֶא יִנֲא appears with אול. (Kutscher’s example of אוב from the 
first publication of 4QPatriarchalBlessings (4Q252) 5:2 by ALLEGRO, «Further Messianic Refer-
ences», 174, was later read as אסכ.)
29. An Accordance search reveals 148 instances in MT as represented by BHS when pre-
ceded by interrogative he and 40 when not.
30. KUTSCHER, Language, 173.
31. Ibíd., 173-74. KUTSCHER, ibíd., 174, also claims that as a result of this tendency in the 
Isaiah Scroll, (some) words that in MT end with consonantal waw-ẚlef are written in the Scroll 
with waw alone in order to avoid pronunciation of waw-ẚlef as o, e.g. וש for MT אְוָשׁ at 59:4.
32. Language, 507.
33. Ibíd., 508.
34. Ibíd., 510; see more generally QIMRON, HDSS, 25-26 (§200.11).
35. Isaiah Scroll, 11.
36. Ibíd., 11.
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With regard to אנ עידוא for MT’s אָנּ־הָﬠיִדוֹא, the norms outlined by Elisha 
Qimron for the use of the cohortative form (as against the simple first per-
son imperfect) in the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls are of relevance.37
(1) While BH uses both normal and lengthened imperfects in the first per-
son consecutive or conjunctive imperfect, DSSH knows only the form 38הלטקאו 
irrespective of whether the waw is conversive or conjunctive. This feature can 
easily be explained as analogous to the modal system. The forms of the imper-
fect with waw in DSSH thus became identical with the early modal forms. [...] 
[S]econd and third person [...]  shortened forms may also occur with conjunc-
tive waw [...] in DSSH.39 According[ly,] [...]  shortened לטקיו forms should not 
necessarily be given an optative nuance. [...]  In the second part of 1QIsaa, 
the form הלטקא (and הלטקאו) is used at the beginning of clauses while לטקא is 
always used in non-initial posi tions [...]  In the major sectarian Scrolls, [...] 
לטקא is practi cally never used in initial position40 [...] The original usage is still 
consistently evident only after לַא or before אָנ.41
(2) [A] basic feature of the language of the DSS [...]  is that the system of 
‘conversive’ imperfect forms is almost identical to the system of the biblical 
cohortative-jussive forms. Thus in imperfect forms with waw (consecutive or 
conjunctive) the language of the DSS systematically distinguishes between 
forms of the 1st person and those of the 2nd and 3rd person.42
(3) In the 1st person, the form [of the imperfect with waw] has final he in 
all conjugations [...] In י״ל verbs the form is היהאו, etc. [in contrast to Biblical 
Hebrew, which permits shortened forms of the type יהאו in the first person of 
such verbs].43
In the case of אנ  עידוא (MT: אָנּ־הָﬠיִדוֹא) in v. 5, it is unlikely that the 
absence of he reflects loss of the cohortative ending in a non-initial verb, in 
keeping with the norms that Qimron describes, as according to those same 
norms the cohortative is still employed «after לַא [and] before אָנ». Rather, 
37. Qimron’s analysis contrasts with the apparent simplicity of the situation in «Late Bibli-
cal Hebrew», according to Rooker, Biblical Hebrew, 34 (based on Robert Polzin’s study): «Sel-
dom [sic] occurrence of lengthened imperfect or cohortative in first person singular».
38. Exceptions are found in the biblical and apocryphal scrolls.
39. See E. QIMRON, «Consecutive and Conjunctive Imperfect: the Form of the Imperfect 
with Waw in Biblical Hebrew», JQR 77 (1987) 151-53.
40. Exceptions are to be found in some biblical scrolls. Even 1QIsaa exceptionally uses לטקא 
rather than הלטקא in initial position, e.g. םישא (= MT) at 50.2.
41. Elisha QIMRON, «A New Approach to the Use of Forms of the Imperfect without Perso-
nal Endings», in T. MURAOKA – J. F. ELWOLDE (eds.), The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Ben 
Sira: Proceedings of a Symposium held at Leiden University, 11-14 December 1995 (STDJ 26), 
Leiden: E.J. Brill 1997, pp.174-81, hier 177-78, 181.
42. QIMRON, HDSS, 44 (§310.122).
43. QIMRON, HDSS, 46 (§310.129c).
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then, it would seem that the difference between MT and the Isaiah Scroll 
is simply orthographic, reflecting phonetic quiescence of the aʿyin and its 
orthographic retention as mater lectionis for the cohortative final -ā (i.e. 
עידוא = הָיִּדוֹא). This understanding is in keeping with Kutscher’s listing of 
עידוא, עדנ (5:19), and חמשנ (25:9) as examples of «Further Consequences of 
the Weakening of the Laryngeals and Pharyngeals»44 but stands in contrast 
to Kutscher’s inclusion of עידוא among eight «short» (i.e. non-cohortative) 
forms, and his drawing of comparisons with Chronicles, «where the usage 
[of the cohortative] is not found [...] and whose author [...] tend[s] to delete 
it even where his sources have it.»45
In their edition of the text, Parry and Qimron suggest that the ẚlef of 
עידוא has been corrected from a he.46 If so, this could simply be interpreted 
as further evidence of neutralization of the gutturals and indirect support 
for a purely phonetically-motivated loss of the final, cohortative, he. It is 
also possible, however, that scribal error is at play: the scribe might first 
have written the third person, עידוה, which would not have been inappropri-
ate in the immediate context (but see §13). Then after writing the following 
אנ, the scribe realized the mistake and corrected the third-person he to a 
first-person ẚlef at the beginning of the word but failed to insert cohorta-
tive he at the end, perhaps due to lack of space and/or perhaps because the 
scribe felt that the phonetic value of the cohortative he was already suffi-
ciently covered by the presence of the aʿyin.
The Isaiah Scroll’s המכתא here (specifically) is listed in Ulrich & Flint47 
as one of 42 forms that represent 1QIsaa’s «Characteristic Orthography and 
Morphology» as compared with the practice of MT (םֶכְתֶא); moreover, it 
constitutes a standard form in the Hebrew of the DSS more generally,48 par-
allel to the Samaritan suffix -kimmā (the corresponding subject pronoun is 
attimma).49 Kutscher lists המכתא in 5:5 and also at 28:19; the suffix המכ(י)- 
«is very common in the second part of the Scr[oll]», its absence from the 
44. See KUTSCHER, Language, 507.
45. See KUTSCHER, Language, 326-27.
46. See PARRY – QIMRON, Isaiah Scroll, 9, footnote; ULRICH – FLINT, DJD, 32.2.99, offer no 
comment, although a cursory examination of the plate at DJD 32.1.9 supports the possibility 
raised by Parry and Qimron.
47. DJD, 32.2.66
48. See QIMRON, HDSS, 62 (§322.17) on the comparative frequency of the pronominal 
suffixes םכ- and המכ.
49. See KUTSCHER, Language, 444, 448; Ze’ev BEN-HAYYIM (with assistance from Abraham 
Tal), A Grammar of Samaritan Hebrew Based on the Recitation of the Law in Comparison wih the 
Tiberian and Other Jewish Traditions, Jerusalem: The Hebrew University Magnes Press – Winona 
Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2000 (orig. pub. in Hebrew, 1977), pp. 225, 232, 234-236.
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Bible «proves that [it] cannot be considered ancient [...] [but] arose [just 
like םתא > המתא] as a result of analogy [with biblical םֵה > הָמֵּה]».50
§7 (v. 5a)
MT: יִמְרַכְל הֶֹשׂע יִנֲא־רֶשֲׁא תֵא
1QIsaa: ימרכל אשוע ינא רשא תא 
Although not noting this form in particular, Kutscher provides several 
other examples of the Isaiah Scroll’s use of alef for the vowel e within a 
word and, more commonly, for word-final -a and -e in place of the final he 
habitually found in MT.51 Focusing on verbal forms, Abegg52 observes that: 
«An evident confusion between he and ’alep led the scribe of 1QIsaa to spell 
14 instances of lamed-he verbs as lamed-alep [...] and 28 lamed-alep verbs 
as lamed-he». The use of the final alef is comparable in this unit with that 
found in אנביו (MT ןֶבִיַּו) in v. 2a (§2), and is paralleled and perhaps influenced 
by Aramaic practice.53 According to Qimron,54 the use of alef for he is less 
frequent in the non-biblical DSS.
The form אשוע is a purely orthographic variant of MT’s הֶֹשׂע, the plene 
form of the participle (i.e. with waw) being listed by Ulrich & Flint as part 
of 1QIsaa’s «Characteristic Orthography and Morphology».55
§8 (v. 7a)
MT: ויָﬠוּשֲׁﬠַשׁ עַטְנ הָדוּהְי שׁיִאְו
1QIsaa: ועושעש עטנ הדוהי שיאו
See also §22, on the versional equivalents of ויָﬠוּשֲׁﬠַשׁ.This is the last of 
six variants listed by Rosenbloom.56 However it seems likely that the Isaiah 
Scroll’s ועושעש is not so much a deviation from the plural form always 
attested in the Bible (here, ויָﬠוּשֲׁﬠַשׁ) but rather a matter of Qumran (or 
Qumran-related) orthography and / or pronunciation. In the Samaritan 
tradition, «The [third person singular] masculine pronominal suffix [...] 
50. KUTSCHER, Language, 448; cf. ibíd., 434-36; QIMRON, HDSS, 62 (§322.17), 62 n. 74.
51. KUTSCHER, Language, 162-63.
52. «Linguistic profile», 27 (§1.6).
53. See KUTSCHER, Language, 163-64. On the extent of Aramaic influence on the language 
of the Isaiah Scroll (and the DSS in general), see QIMRON, HDSS, 116 (§600) and ABEGG, «Lin-
guistic profile», 41 (§7).
54. HDSS, 23 (§100.7).
55. DJD, 32.2.66. KUTSCHER, Language, 127, does not include אשוע for הֶֹשׂע in his listing of 
waw as mater lectionis in participles.
56. Isaiah Scroll, 12.
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attached to a singular noun is ū (< hū), and as attached to a plural noun 
[...] is o (< aw < ayhu)»;57 in «Qumran Hebrew» the spelling conventions 
«indicate that these suffixes were pronounced alike (ō or ū)».58 In the Isaiah 
Scroll the superficially plural suffix וי- is found for the singular MT form
וֹ- (-ō) and the superficially singular suffix ו- is found for the MT plural suffix 
וי- (-āw), the first equivalence being «far more common».59 The situation is 
reversed, however, in the non-biblical scrolls, where equivalence of the type 
ועושעש for MT ויָﬠוּשֲׁﬠַשׁ is frequent.60
2.1.2.  Variations in morpho-syntactic representation 
of the same meaning (§§9-15)
§9 (v. 2a)
MT:  ּוהֵﬠָטִּיַּו וּהֵלְקַּסְיַו וּהֵקְזַּﬠְי  ַֽו
1QIsaa: והעטיו והלוקסיו והקזעיו
The pronunciation as o of the second vowel of the imperfect, cor-
responding with the Tiberian pointing of pausal forms of the imperfect 
but contrasting with its standard, contextual, pronunciation as shewa, is 
standard in the DSS,61 but only in the Qal. Accordingly, comparison of the 
second verb here as it appears in the Isaiah Scroll, והלוקסיו, both with the 
immediately preceding verb and with other similar piel forms in Isaiah,62 
indicates that here the Isaiah Scroll’s scribe has understood the second verb 
as the more commonly attested Qal (cf. 1Kings 21:13: וּהֻלְקְסִיַּו ) and not, as in 
MT, the piel, even though in the Bible the Qal is used only for «stoning» (i.e. 
killing with stones) whereas the piel can also refer, as here, to the removal of 
stones.63 In any case, there is no obvious reason to assume that a meaning 
57. BEN-HAYYIM, Grammar, 229; cf. íbid., 235.
58. QIMRON, HDSS, 59 (§322.141).
59. KUTSCHER, Language, 447; cf. ibíd., 443.
60. QIMRON, HDSS, 59 (§322.141).
61. See ABEGG, «Linguistic Profile», 32 (§3.122); QIMRON, HDSS, 50-52 (§311.13). ULRICH – 
FLINT, DJD 32.2.66 appear to include the imperfect with (holem) waw for shewa in their table 
of 1QIsaa’s «Characteristic Orthography and Morphology», although the example used in that 
table is unhepful as it is a pausal form with holem (וּל ֹ֑ פִּי). However, והלוקסיו for והלְקסיו is also 
included in the table of «General Orthographic Forms» (ULRICH – FLINT, DJD, 32.2.70) and in 
the list of (possible) textual variants (ibid., 123).
62. E. g. Isa 37:33 (הָנֶּמְדַּקְי); 38:12 (יִנֵﬠְצַּבְי), 13 (ָךּ ֶ֑לְלַהְי); 40:14 (וּהֵדְמַּלְיַו ), 19 (וּנּ ֶ֑ﬠְקַּרְי); 41:7 (וּה ֵ֥ק ְזַּחְיַו ); 
43:20 (יִנֵדְבַּכְתּ); in none of these cases is a waw found in 1QIsaa for shewa. 
63. The piel, attested only four times in MT, and the pual (twice), refer to killing with stones 
at 2Sam 16:6, 13; 1Kgs 20:14-15 and to removal of stones at Isa. 5:2; 62:10.
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other than «and he removed its stones», as in MT, was understood by the 
scribe at this point, despite variation in interpretation of the three verbs at 
the beginning of v. 2 in the versions (see §22).
§10 (vv. 2a, 2b, 4b)
MT:  לָדְּגִמ ןֶבִיַּו
1QIsaa: לדגמ אנביו
MT: םיִשֻׁאְבּ שַׂﬠַיַּו
1QIsaa: םישואב השעיו
MT:  םיִשֻׁאְבּ שַׂﬠַיַּו
1QIsaa:  םישואב השיו 
Setting aside the spelling with alef for final he in אנביו and the omission 
of ayin in השיו (see §§2,4), אנביו and הש(ע)יו are equivalent in meaning to 
ןֶבִיַּו «and he built» and שַׂﬠַיַּו «and it produced»64 in MT and are clearly con-
sistent with the Scroll’s reflection of the contemporary morpho-syntactic 
tendency to eschew use of the short, jussive, forms in the waw-consecutive 
of lamed-he as noted by Kutscher, who lists the verb forms in v. 2 and v. 4 
as two of eight examples of «“MT short = Scr. long” lamed-he forms (apart 
from hayah).»65 The Isaiah Scroll differs in this regard from the practice of 
the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls, which generally retain the biblical short 
imperfect in the second and third person of lamed-he verbs.66 Kutscher67 
notes other examples as well, pointing out that such forms parallel the loss 
of the short imperfect for lamed-he verbs in «rabbinic» Hebrew (and also 
in the Samaritan Pentateuch),68 in conjunction with the disappearance of 
the waw-consecutive. The opposite process sometimes occurs, especially 
in connection with the verb hayah, perhaps as a result of hypercorrection, 
as «[i]n Rab. Hebr. the shortened form is normally used».69 Note that the 
item in this section do not reflect the more general tendency to avoid the 
waw-consecutive as such, although this tendency is also represented by our 
section of text; see §14.
64. Cf. ABEGG – FLINT – ULRICH, Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 277: «did it raise wild grapes?».
65. KUTSCHER, Language, 328.
66. See QIMRON, HDSS, 45 (300.129), 45 n. 8.
67. Language, 328.
68. More especially in the forms heard when the Samaritan Pentateuch is read out; see 
BEN-HAYYIM, Grammar, 172 (§2.9.6.1).
69. See KUTSCHER, Language, 329.
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§11 (v. 3a)
MT: הָדוּהְי שׁיִאְו ִםַלָשׁוּרְי בֵשׁוֹי הָתַּﬠְו
1QIsaa: הדוהי שיאו םלשורי יבשוי התעו
Kutscher notes יבשוי as one instance among many cases of pluraliza-
tion of nouns, as compared with MT70 (and characteristic of «Late Biblical 
Hebrew»)71 and also notes the lack of pluralization in the following שיאו, 
but offers no further comment. In the present passage, the difference 
between MT and the Isaiah Scroll is merely formal, as the singular of MT 
is collective, that is, with plural significance.
Rosenbloom notes that the plural םלשורי  יבשוי in v. 3 «disturbs the 
parallel construction» and thinks that «[t]he addition of the yod may be 
a dittograph».72 Rosenbloom points out that the same form occurs in a 
citation of this verse in Sifre, but both he and Kutscher overlook the pos-
sibility that the 1QIsaa reading represents an authentic variant, a possibility 
strengthened by the evidence of TgJon, הָדוּהְי  שָׁנֲאַו  םַלְשׁוּרְי  יֵבְתָי, and Clem-
entina, habitatores Jerusalem et viri Juda.73 LXX, ἄνθρωπος τοῦ Ιουδα καὶ οἱ 
ἐνοικοῦντες ἐν Ιερουσαλημ, and Peshitta, äàüܪܘܐܕ Ì̇Ø̈ܪÍãîܘ ܐܕܘÌØܕ ܐû̈ܒܓ,74 
provide further evidence of the change from singular to plural in the first 
element of the verse as it stands in MT (inhabitant/inhabitants of Jerusa-
lem) as well as of uncertainty about the order of elements in the first half 
of v. 3.
It is quite possible as well that in this passage the use of the plural, at 
least in the Isaiah Scroll, reflects not a different textual tradition but rather 
an attempt (whether conscious or unconscious) to clarify the meaning of 
the singular found in the text that the scribe was copying from, whether 
that text was physically before him or in his memory.
70. KUTSCHER, Language, 394-400 (specifically p. 399), and ibíd., 400-401, for the less fre-
quent reverse phenomenon.
71. See ROOKER, Biblical Hebrew, 35 (citing Robert Polzin), 94-96.
72. ROSENBLOOM, Isaiah Scroll, 11.
73. Robert Weber’s Bible Societies edition and Nova Vulgata: habitator Hierusalem et vir 
Iuda.
74. Note, though, that Peshitta also has ܐܕܘÌØ çâܕ ܐû̈ܒܓܘ at v. 7 (see §33) for MT’s הדוּהְי שׁיִאְו, 
even though a change to plural is not attested in LXX, Clementina, or the targum.
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§12 (v. 4a)
MT: וֹבּ יִתיִשָׂﬠ  ֹאלְו יִמְרַכְל דוֹע תוֹשֲׂﬠַלּ־הַמ
1QIsaa: וב יתישע אולו ימרכב דוע תושעל המ 
Curiously, Rosenbloom75 does not mention ימרכב for יִמְרַכְל in v. 4. It is, 
however, included by Blenkinsopp76 as one of only two variants he notes 
in this section. There are no obvious versional parallels for such a reading 
and, as Kutscher, Language, 406, points out, ימרכל is found at the end of 
v. 5a.77 It may be assumed that ימרכב has arisen in ‘forward assimilation’ 
to the following preposition (ימרכב  תושעל [...] וב  יתישע   ). Such a process of 
harmonization, albeit in the opposite direction, might also be reflected in 
Peshitta, Ìß ܬÊ̇ܒî ܐĆßܘ ÚâûÝß Êܒïãß ܐܘܗ ܐß̇ܘ ܒܘܬ ܐæâ, and TgJon, אָבָט אָמ 
ןוֹהְל תיִדַבֲﬠ אָלְו יִמַּﬠְל דוֹע דַבֲﬠַמְל תיִרַמֲא. The harmonizing choice of the Aramaic 
traditions might have been influenced by the presence of יִמְרַכְל (MT and 
1QIsaa; Peshitta: ÚâûÝß; TgJon: יִמַּﬠְל) in v. 5a, but such influence was presum-
ably not felt by the Isaiah Scroll scribe. It is unlikely, especially in view of 
the parallelism noted, that the variation between the Isaiah Scroll and MT 
here represents any clearly discernible difference in meaning.78
§13 (v. 5b)
MT: וֹתָכּוּשְׂמ רֵסָה
1QIsaa: ותכושמ ריסא
The verbal form here represents the second of the two textually signifi-
cant variants that Blenkinsopp79 sees in this unit. Rosenbloom80 regards it 
as «attractive» because it provides a better parallel with the first person 
imperfect forms הָﬠיִדוֹא in v. 5 and וּהֵתיִשֲׁאַו and הֶוַּצֲא in v. 6. Nonetheless, in 
75. Isaiah Scroll, 11.
76. Isaiah, 206, where no comment is offered on a possible difference in meaning.
77. Cf. LXX: τί ποιήσω ἔτι τῷ ἀμπελῶνί μου καὶ οὐκ ἐποίησα αὐτῷ; Peshitta: ܐܘܗ ܐß̇ܘ ܒܘܬ ܐæâ 
Ìß ܬÊ̇ܒî ܐĆßܘ ÚâûÝß Êܒïãß; Vulgata: «Quid est quod debui ultra facere vineae meae et non feci 
ei?»; TgJn: ןוֹהְל תיִדַבֲﬠ אָלְו יִמַּﬠְל דוֹע דַבֲﬠַמְל תיִרַמֲא אָבָט אָמ.
78. Contrast the rendering in ABEGG – FLINT – ULRICH, p. 277: «What more could have been 
done in my vineyard than what I have done for it?» Bet of positive benefit and, more frequent-
ly, of disadvantage is attested in biblical and other ancient Hebrew texts, according to DCH 
6.578b-579b («ְבּ against, to, upon» and «ְבּ to(wards), for, on behalf of») as, obviously, is the «ְל of 
benefit, to, for», and of disadvantage, examples of which are listed at DCH 6.577b-578a, inclu-
ding the usage at Isa 5:4. Unhelpfully, however, the same construction in v. 5a is listed under «ְל 
of direction, to, towards, with» (6.577b) and the construction with bet instead of lamed at the 
end of v. 4b is not cited at all.
79. Isaiah, 206; cf. ibid.: «The passage provides little scope for the text critic.»
80. Isaiah Scroll, 11.
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view of other apparent clarifications or modernizations of grammatical 
forms as found in MT in this verse (see the following item, §14) and else-
where in the unit (see §10), it seems unlikely that genuine textual variation 
is represented here in 1QIsaa or reflected in the versions, all of which agree 
with 1QIsaa at least in regard to the person of the verb.81 Rather, it seems 
more likely that all five sources simply represent the inherently ambiguous 
infinitive absolute, as found in MT, by a contextually appropriate finite 
form82 which resumes the first-person address of the first half of the verse. 
In any case, the principle of lectio difficilior potior would suggest that the 
MT reading is to be preferred here.83
Kutscher84 appears to regard the Isaiah Scroll’s ריסא for MT רֵסָה as 
equivalent to MT ריִסֵה «he has removed», which would be parallel to (and 
support) a putative original reading עידוה (later corrected to עידוא) at the 
beginning of the verse (see §6); however, the second half of v. 5a, ינא רשא תא 
ימרכל  אשוע, strongly suggests that the first person was understood in both 
the preceding clause (i.e. אָנּ־הָﬠיִדוֹא / אנ עידוא) and the following one (i.e. ריסא 
ותכושמ); see §17.
For the object noun here, according to DJD (and the electronic edition 
in Accordance), the relevant word in 1QIsaa is written with samekh rather 
than, as in MT, sin. In both the earlier published editions consulted for this 
study, a sin is found (ותכושמ) as in MT, and Kutscher makes no reference 
to this passage in his brief comments on sin-samekh interchange.85 Parry 
and Qimron, in their edition,86 ask: «Was the ש corrected from ס?». How-
ever, Ulrich and Flint87 conclude that «samek was written over śin, though 
the reverse is possible» and that «presumably samek was the scribe’s final 
choice». Note that BHS suggests reading (frt l) וֹתָכוּשְׂמ (from ךְוּשׂ) instead of 
MT וֹתָכּוּשְׂמ (from ךכשׂ) «its hedge».
81. LXX: ἀφελῶ τὸν φραγμὸν αὐτοῦ; Vulgata:«auferam sepem eius»; Tg: ןוֹהְנִּמ  יִתָניִכְשׁ  קיֵלַּסֲא; 
Peshitta: ÌßÊܓâ ܐåܐ ûù̇î; see below, §29.
82. KUTSCHER, Language, 346: «The infinitive absolute, the infinitive construct and the 
infinitive construct + ב, כ, or מ were no longer used in Rab. Hebr. This explains the tendency 
in the scroll to substitute the definitive [sic] verb form or the inf. + ל.» Cf. QIMRON, HDSS, 47 
(§310.14): «The relative non-usage of the infinitive absolute is typical of late BH, of Samaritan 
Hebrew, and of 1QIsa, and culminates in MH.» (The infinitive absolute is not discussed under 
either «Morphology» or «Syntax» in ABEGG, «Linguistic Profile», 31-39.)
83. Cf. ROSENBLOOM, Isaiah Scroll, 12.
84. Language, 346, 506.
85. Language, 185.
86. Isaiah Scroll, 9 n.
87. DJD, 32.2.99.
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§14 (vv. 5b-6b)
MT: הָלָﬠְו … הָיָהְו … הָיָהְו
1QIsaa:  הלעו … היהיו … היהיו
4QpIsab (4Q162) 1:1, 3: הלעי …  יהיו … 
The variation רעב היהיו [...] סמרמל היהיו for MT’s רֵﬠָבְל הָיָהְו [...] סָמְרִמְל הָיָהְו is 
seen by Kutscher as constituting two further examples of «many instances 
of MT perf. + waw conversive = Scr. imperf. + waw [...] conjunctive [...], 
which accords well with [the idea] that in later Hebr. the waw conjunc-
tive replaced the waw conversive of Bibl. Hebr.»88 Kutscher comments: 
«Like the author of Chron[icles], [the Isaiah Scroll] scribe seems to have 
preferred the waw conjunctive to the waw conversive [and] also tended 
to use the imperf. form to indicate future time and the perfect to indicate 
past time exclusively.»89 The targum’s use of ןוֹהיִו for MT’s הָיָהְו each time 
here90 provides further evidence of contemporary eschewal of the waw-
consecutive.91
Against this background, the Isaiah Scroll’s use of הלעו in v. 6, just as 
in MT, is striking precisely because it apparently here inconsistently main-
tains the standard interpretation of the Hebrew verb as waw-consecutive, 
«and there will arise». One might have expected in view of other changes 
to verbs in this section הֶלֲﬠַיְו or simply הֶלֲﬠַי. However, as הלעו immediately 
follows a sequence of two clear imperfects —רדעי אולו רמזי אולו— it is more 
likely here that was indeed understood as a waw-consecutive form that 
expressed the same, future, time as the immediately preceding verbs. An 
alternative possibility is that the Isaiah Scroll scribe interpreted הָלָﬠְו as 
a type of background clause (casus pendens), «[...] and it will not be dug; 
and, i.e. when, there has arisen thistle and thorn, and, i.e. then, against the 
clouds I will command», appears less convincing.
Perhaps influenced by the characterization of the pesher genre as a 
clearly prophetic reading of the biblical text, John Allegro, the editor of the 
DJD 5 edition of 4QpIsab (4Q162) 1:3, read the first letter here as a yod (as 
in the following רימש) rather than as a waw (as in the preceding רשאו): הלעי 
«there shall come up»,92 apparently understanding a «modernizing» rewrit-
88. Language, 357; ABEGG, «Linguistic Profile», 38, notes twenty-five shifts from waw-con-
secutive with perfect in MT («approximately 450 occurrences») to waw with simple imperfect 
in the Isaiah Scroll.
89. Language, 351.
90. The targum’s use of the plural is a consequence of its interpretation of יִמְרַכּ at the end 
of the preceding clause as יִמַּﬠ (see §21).
91. See, e.g., ABEGG, «Linguistic Profile», 37-38.
92. ALLEGRO, «162. Commentary on Isaiah (B)», 15.
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ing of the MT waw-consecutive with perfect as an imperfect. Strugnell, 
however, supports the reading shared with MT (and 1QIsaa): הלעו.93
The form of the first verb attested in 4QpIsab (4Q162) is difficult to inter-
pret other than as a waw-consecutive (יִהְיַו) «and it was», «and it became»,94 
despite the fact that this form «is rare» in «Late Biblical Hebrew»,95 and 
apparently reflects either a prophetic perfect or a statement of perceived 
fact regarding the profanation of the «vineyard» (the temple at Jerusalem) 
by the sectaries’ Jewish opponents. If the pesher read the same verb at the 
beginning of v. 6 as the one found in MT, וּהֵתיִשֲׁא (see below, §30), then 
a semantically future (i.e. prophetic perfect) interpretation is the more 
likely.
The interpretation offered by Allegro,96 «that it may be for trampling», 
and Cook,97 «so it can be trampled», understanding an imperfect with 
simple waw, is unlikely in view of the pesher’s usual employment of very 
similar forms of verbs to those found in MT. Thus, in the sequence רָכֵשׁ רֶֹקבַּבּ 
רוֹנִּכ הָיָהְו ׃םֵקיִלְדַי ןִיַי ףֶשֶׁנַּב יֵרֲחַאְמ וּפ ֹ֑ דְּרִי (Isa 5:11-12) there is only one significant 
difference in the pesher (4QpIsab 2:2-3), םקלדי, and in the sequence וּטיִבַּי ֹאל 
[...]וּאָר ֹאל (5:12b) the first verb is harmonized to וטיבה (2:4); the verbs in the 
sequences יִמַּﬠ הָלָגּ ןֵכָל (5:13) and דַרָיְו … ָהיִפ הָרֲﬠָפוּ הָּשְׁפַנ לוֹאְשּׁ הָביִחְרִה ןֵכָל (5:14) 
are no different in the pesher (2:4-6); similarly, there are no differences in 
the verbs found in v. 25, יִהְתַּו  םיִרָה ֶֽה  וּזְגְּרִיּ  ַֽו  וּהֵכַּיַּו  ויָלָﬠ  וֹדָי  טֵיַּו  וֹמַּﬠְבּ  ׳י־ףַא  הָרָח  ןֵכּ־לַﬠ 
הָחוּסַּכּ םָתָלְבִנ, and the corresponding citation in 4QpIsab 2:8-9. Note also the 
apparent use of the waw-consecutive and perfect with future significance 
in the pesher’s commentary (2:1-2): תדקפ  תעב  היהו  … םימיה  תירחאל  רבדה  רשפ 
ץראה.
93. STRUGNELL, «Notes en Marge», 186: «l. 3: «הלעי» il n’y a aucune nécessité d’introduire 
ici une variante non attestée, הלעו (= Texte Massorétique) étant possible aussi du point de vue 
matériel». Strugnell is followed by HORGAN, Pesharim, 90.
94.  Edward COOK, «19. Commentaries on Isaiah: 4Q161-165», in WISE – ABEGG – COOK, The 
Dead Sea Scrolls, 209-14 (211).
95. ROOKER, Biblical Hebrew, 35 (citing Polzin).
96. «162. Commentary», 15.
97. In WISE – ABEGG – COOK, The Dead Sea Scrolls, 211.
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§15 (v. 5b)
MT:  סָמְרִמְל הָיָהְו וֹרֵדְגּ ֹץרָפּ רֵﬠָבְל הָיָהְו
1QIsaa: סמרמל היהיו ו רדג ץרפ רעב היהיו
The structure hayah le- «become, turn into» appears to be interchange-
able with the same structure without le, as here98 and also at Isa 32:17a, הָיָהְו 
םוֹ֑לָשׁ  הָקָדְצַּה  הֵשֲׂﬠַמ, as compared with 1QIsaa: םולשל  הקדצה  השעמ  היהו;99 note 
as well Isa 6:13: רֵﬠָבְל הָתְיָהְו (1QIsaa: התייהו). However, although the רעב here 
could, apparently, have occurred with, as in MT, or, as in the Isaiah Scroll, 
without a preceding lamed, in the context of v. 5b the parallelism between 
רעב  היהיו and סמרמל  היהיו is not as exact as it is between רֵﬠָבְל  הָיָהְו and הָיָהְו 
סָמְרִמְל in MT, due to the different interpretation of the following ץרפ in the 
two textual traditions (see §17). For the quasi-nominal use of רֵﬠָבּ in the 
Isaiah Scroll (and MT), see additionally 6:13 (cited above); 40:16; 44:15.
There is a slight possibility that the omission of the lamed here, just 
before the antepenultimate word of line 17 of column 4, is a scribal error 
related to the addition (in comparison with MT) of the same particle in v. 
7b, again before the antepenultimate word of line 20: חפשמל הנהו for MT’s 
חָפְּשִׂמ הֵנִּהְו (see §19).
2.2.  Variations reflecting more significant differences in meaning 
(§§16-19)
§16 (v. 1a)
MT: ֹומְרַכְל יִדוֹדּ תַריִשׁ יִדיִדיִל אָנּ הָריִשָׁא
1QIsaa: ומרכל ידוד תריש ידידיל הרישא
The absence of the particle אָנ from the Isaiah Scroll here —resulting 
in an opening clause of ‘I shall sing’ rather than «Let me sing»— is not 
reflected in Kutscher’s listing of «Words in MT lacking in the Scroll»,100 
even though it is noted in his presentation of the «Lengthened Imperfect 
(Cohortative)».101 Rosenbloom claims it to be nothing more than «forget-
98. ROSENBLOOM, Isaiah Scroll, 11-12, makes no mention of the Isaiah Scroll’s two differen-
ces from MT in this sequence of text.
99. As noted by KUTSCHER, Language, 403, 407, 409-10.
100. Language, 547-48.
101. Language, 326-27; Kutscher simply asks (ibíd., 326): «Why was the אנ deleted?».
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fulness» or «carelessness»,102 but a possible purely linguistic explanation, 
based on Elisha Qimron’s norms for the use of the cohortative in «Qum-
ran Hebrew» (see above, §6), is as follows. The scribe, seeing or hearing a 
cohortative form at the beginning of a verse (indeed here at the beginning 
of a literary unit), where it is typically to be found in the literary composi-
tions of the DSS community (and perhaps also in their vernacular form 
of Hebrew), has omitted as redundant the following אָנ, before which the 
cohortative was also regularly employed (as in MT); in other words, two 
linguistic triggers for the use of the cohortative have been found, the sec-
ond being perceived as redundant. Such a perceived clash in usage is more 
likely if the position-based use of the cohortative (i.e. its use at the begin-
ning of a clause) was, in the period of the Isaiah Scroll scribe(s), more a 
literary device than a fully-integrated element of the vernacular language.
In principle, the absence of אָנ could reflect, instead, a particular textual 
tradition, as an explicit equivalent to the particle is also lacking in Peshitta 
(ÚܒÙܒÐß  Ñܒüܐ) and Vulgata (cantabo dilecto meo) in contrast to LXX (ᾌσω 
δὴ ...) and TgJon (… ןַﬠְכּ הּיֵחְבַּשֲׁא). However, as detailed in §27, Peshitta and 
Vulgata typically do not offer an explicit rendering of אָנ and so text-critical 
conclusions are difficult to draw.
A third possibility, albeit one without clear support from the versions, 
is that the Isaiah Scroll’s ידוד  תריש  ידידיל  הרישא, which has a more obvious 
rhyming structure than MT with its intervening אָנ, represents a more popu-
lar version of the earlier, and more formal, text with אָנ.
§17 (v. 5b)
MT:  סָמְרִמְל הָיָהְו וֹרֵדְגּ ֹץרָפּ רֵﬠָבְל הָיָהְו וֹתָכּוּשְׂמ רֵסָה
1QIsaa: סמרמל היהיו ו רדג ץרפ רעב היהיו ותכושמ ריסא
The difference in the verb forms here, הָיָהְו (MT) / היהיו (1QIsaa), has 
already been presented and is irrelevant to interpretation (see §14). The 
Scroll’s רעב  היהיו appears to be either a grammatical or stylistic variant 
for רֵﬠָבְל הָיָהְו in MT, unless it results from scribal confusion (see §§15, 19), 
representing in the first case no more than a slight simplification of the 
form of MT, while continuing to express much the same meaning. The use 
of ריסא in place of רֵסָה probably also reflects an attempt to clarify meaning 
(see §13). If it is assumed, then, that the Scroll’s text is to be interpreted as 
«I will remove its fence and it will become (as) (a place of) burning», the 
102. ROSENBLOOM, Isaiah Scroll, 11. The particle is restored in the Accordance electronic 
edition of 4QIsaa (4Q55), presumably on the basis of the statement in DJD 15.11 concerning the 
traces of the only remaining letter from v. 1: «the lamed of ידידיל... is the 41st letter of its line».
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parallelism suggests that the next half of the sequence is to be interpreted 
as «I will breach its wall and it will become (as) (a place of) trampling». The 
immediate, and problematic, question that arises on this understanding is 
why, apparently, has a second infinitive absolute in MT (ֹץרָפּ) been left here 
in the Isaiah Scroll after the scribe has just clarified the same structure in 
the parallel unit (הָיָהְו > היהיו)?
Although it is not feasible in the context of the present study to under-
take a thorough analysis of the Isaiah Scroll’s interpretation of the 54 forms 
pointed as infinitive absolutes in MT, it seems clear that in many cases 
they were interpreted differently by the Scroll’s scribe(s) and readers. This 
is evident from the fifteen cases where the Isaiah Scroll apparently uses a 
form altogether different from the infinitive absolute found in MT,103 and 
this large number of alternative structures suggests that many of the forms 
shared with MT at the level of consonantal identity (with or without addi-
tion of a mater lectionis) were also understood as something other than 
infinitive absolutes by the Scroll’s scribe(s) and readers.104 In view of the 
fact (1) that the scribe has not added a waw to the form as it stands in MT 
(ֹץרָפּ) and (2) that the infinitive absolute at the beginning of the sequence, 
רֵסָה, probably appear in the Scroll as a first-person form, ריסא, it seems most 
unlikely that the Scroll’s ץרפ represents an infinitive absolute.105 Rather, it is 
probable that here either a third masculine singular perfect, ץַרָפּ «he/it (has) 
breached»,106 was intended, or a noun, ץֶרֶפּ «breach».
The first of these interpretations gains in feasibility if ריסא is interpreted 
as an orthographic variant of ריִסֵה (see §13), yielding an overall meaning 
103. Four of these forms relate to infinitives written without waw in MT (3:16; 21:5; 31:5; 
37:19; 4) and eleven to infinitive absolutes with waw in MT (7:16; 22:18; 28:28; 37:30, 30; 42:20 
[Qr], 20, 24; 55:2 [?]; 59:4, 4).
104. Setting aside one striking instance where the Scroll employs a form without waw 
when the waw is present in MT and the form is also paralleled by another infinitive absolute 
with waw, 7:15b, בוֹטַּבּ רוחָבוּ עָרָבּ סוֹאָמ וֹתְּﬠַדְל (1QIsaa: רחבו), and 22 instances where both MT and 
the Scroll are written with the waw (including lamed-he and ayin-waw verbs) (3:16; 6:9, 9; 7:15; 
21:5; 22:13, 13, 13, 17; 24:19, 19, 19, 20; 30:19, 19; 31:5; 38:5; 40:30; 48:8; 50:2; 54:15; 61:10 [?]), 
there are eight cases where both texts use a spelling without waw (5:5; 7:16, 16; 21:5; 22:7, 13, 
13; 35:2) and also eight cases where MT spells without waw but the Scroll includes it (7:16; 
20:2; 21:5; 22:13; 58:7; 59:11, 13 [?]; 60:12). For this last category, note ץורעל for MT’s ֹץרֲﬠַל at 
2:19 in the listing in ULRICH – FLINT, DJD, 32.2.66, of 1QIsaa’s «Characteristic Orthography and 
Morphology», suggesting that the infinitive absolute would also usually be written plene.
105. Contrast ROSENBLOOM, Isaiah Scroll, 11; ABEGG – FLINT – ULRICH, Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 
277: «I will take away its hedge [...] I will break down its wall»; HORGAN, Pesharim, 87: «[ (I shall) 
remove its hedge [...] (I shall) break d]own its wall»; ibíd., 89: «The inf. abs. hsr is restored 
according to the MT [...] Both in the MT and in 1QIsaa, this form is continued by the inf. abs. 
106. KUTSCHER, Language, 346, notes “the tendency in the [Isaiah S]croll to substitute [a 
finite] verb form for the inf. + ל”, but offers no interpretative comment on צרפ (ibíd., 130).
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of: «He has removed its fence and it will become a (place of) burning; he 
has breached its wall and it will become (a place of) trampling». However, 
although this offers coherent sense to v. 5b taken in isolation, such coher-
ence is less obvious when v. 5a, with its first and second persons is taken 
into account, «and now, pray, let me tell you what I am going to do to my 
vineyard».
The second interpretation suggested above, that the Scroll represents 
the noun, ץֶרֶפּ «breach», leads to a quite different structure from that found 
in MT: «I will remove its fence and its wall will become the burning of a 
breach and it will become (as) (a place of) trampling». This understanding 
does, nonetheless, maintain overall parallelism between רעב היהיו and היהיו 
סמרמל, despite the difference from MT in the interpretation of ץרפ. Inter-
pretation as «[...] and there will be burning of the breach of the wall and it 
[...]» is also possible but would more significantly disrupt the parallelistic 
structure of MT.
1QIsaa’s form and interpretation of the text here has no parallel in the 
versions (see §29).
§18 (v. 6a)
MT:  רֵדָﬠֵי ֹאלְו רֵמָזִּי ֹאל הָתָב וּהֵתיִשֲׁאַו
1QIsaa:  רדעי אולו רמזי אולו התב והתישאו
The second word of MT is a hapax. BDB, 144b, assumes a noun הָתָבּ (for 
הָתַּבּ) «end, destruction», from the same root (תתב) as the measurement תַבּ. 
Cf. Delitzsch, «And I will put an end to it: [...]»107 G.R. Driver argued on the 
basis of «Acc. bātū I i “to reduce to ruins” II ii “to raze utterly”» that «הָתָבּ is 
an abstract noun from a √ תתב (of the same form as הָנָמ “portion” and הָצָק 
“end”) meaning “ruin” or the like.»108
Possible confusion in the underlying text is signalled by the divergence 
between MT and LXX: καὶ ἀνήσω τὸν ἀμπελῶνά μου καὶ οὐ μὴ τμηθῇ οὐδὲ μὴ 
σκαφῇ «And I will abandon my vineyard, and it shall not be pruned or dug» 
(NETS). This interpretation might be based on, or at least run parallel to, 
107. DELITZSCH, in J.F.K. KEIL – F. DELITZSCH, Commentary, ad loc. «Put an end:» bâthâh (= 
battâh: Ges. §67, Anm. 11) signifies, according to the primary meaning of bâthath (תַהְבּ,  תוּבּ, 
see at Isa 1:29), viz., abscindere, either abscissum = locus abscissus or praeruptus (Isa 7:19), or 
abscissio = deletio. The latter is the meaning here, where shīth bâthâh is a refined expression 
for the more usual הָלָכ הָשָׂﬠ, both being construed with the accusative of the thing which is 
brought to an end.”
108. DRIVER, «Linguistic and Textual Problems», 38, a suggestion noted approvingly by 
HORGAN, Pesharim, 90; CLEMENTS, Isaiah 1-39, 59; KAISER, Isaiah 1-12, 58 n. a.; and BLENKINSOPP, 
Isaiah 1-39, 206, who traces this interpretation to Ibn Ezra and Rashi.
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that of TgJon (cf. §31), which for the opening clause has ןיִשׁיִטר ןוּניֵוַּשֲׁאַו «and 
I will cause them to be abandoned».109 Note as well the interpretation in 
4QpIsab (4Q162) 1:2: םבזע רשא רבדה רשפ. In any case, the proposed emenda-
tion in BHS of הָתָב וּהֵתיִשֲׁאַו to וּהֵתיִבְּשַׁאְו «and I will make it cease» appears to 
do no more than to remove the troublesome hapax, with no obvious con-
nection to the interpretation of LXX or of the other versions, noted below.
In the Isaiah Scroll text Kutscher saw simply an «additional copula» 
that does not significantly alter «the meaning of the verse».110 However, 
Maurya Horgan suggested that the consonantal form in MT, התב, might in 
fact represent a «defective spelling» of וֹּהתְבּ,111 and Chaim Cohen seized on 
the additional waw at the beginning of the second clause of v. 6 in 1QIsaa 
(אולו  התב  והתישאו), which had not been noted by Horgan, to argue that 
1QIsaa reflects more closely than MT an earlier text that read וֹּהתְב והתישאו 
רדעי אולו רמזי אול «I will turn it into a wasteland [...]» or «I will set it among 
wastelands [...]».112 Cohen traces this emendation (independently of the 
1QIsaa evidence) to a short note by P.-R. Berger113 and to a study of the 
song by Korpel.114 Korpel draws attention to (1) Theodotion’s rendering of 
התב at Isa 5:6 as ἄβατον «desolate» or «inaccessible», suggesting that here 
«Theodotion has taken the consonants of התב as those of (ו)התב», and (2) 
the LXX rendering of וֹּהתּ at Ps. 107.40b: ךְֶר ָֽד־ֹאל  וֹּהתְבּ  םֵﬠְתַיַּו / καὶ ἐπλάνησεν 
αὐτοὺς ἐν ἀβάτῳ καὶ οὐχ ὁδῷ «and he made them wander in an impassable 
and trackless region» (NETS). Berger, on the other hand, compares the 
usage at Isa 5:6 —«in Wüste(nei) setzen», «wüst werden lassen», «allow to 
become desolate, waste»— with עַשׁ ֵ֗יְבּ תיִשָׁא «ins Heil [werde ich ihn] setzen» 
at Ps 12:6.
Both LXX and TgJon (see above) might ultimately be based on such a 
form of the text (rather than on that attested in MT), the relationship might 
be closer in the case of Vulgata —et ponam eam desertam non putabitur et 
109. Cf. REB: «I shall leave it derelict.»
110. KUTSCHER, Language, 415, 422; cf. ABEGG, «Linguistic Profile», 37, quoted below.
111. HORGAN, Pesharim, 90.
112. «Philological Reevaluation», 50-52.
113. «Unerklärtes Wort», 116-17.
114. «Literary Genre», 136-37. Korpel herself employs the article by Berger and draws the 
rendering of Theodotion from Ziegler’s apparatus to his Göttingen edition of LXX. From the 
same source she also refers to Symmachus’s rendering of ַוֲאִשׁיֵתהוּ ָבָתה / καὶ ἀνήσω τὸν ἀμπελῶνά 
μου as καὶ ἀφήσω αὐτὸν ὡς ἀνεπίβατον «and I will leave it unclimbable». I am grateful to Dr John 
Jarick of the University of Oxford for providing me with access to Korpel’s article. Thanks 
are due also to the staff at Dr Williams’s Library, London, the British Library, London, and to 
the librarian of the Estudio Teológico Agustiniano, Valladolid (Spain), P. Constantino Mielgo, 
OSA.
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non fodietur,115 «and I will make it desolate: it shall not be pruned, and it 
shall not be digged» (Douay) —and Peshitta— ÑéÜÿå ܐĆßܘ ܒûÐåܕ ܝܗÍØÊܒîܐܘ 
Ñàñÿå ܐĆßܘ, «and I will make it (that it becomes) desolate, and it will not be 
pruned and it will not be dug».
However, although Theodotion (and Vulgata and Peshitta) might reflect 
a form of Hebrew text in which התב was read as a defective form of וֹּהתְבּ 
or in which the plene form וה[ו]תב was actually found, the 1QIsaa text with 
its additional waw (רמזי  אולו) simply provides us with a Hebrew text that 
appears to support the additional conjunction found also in LXX (καὶ οὐ 
μὴ τμηθῇ), Peshitta (êÜÿå  ܐĆßܘ) and in traditions of Vulgata (which read et 
non putabitur). In other words, the Isaiah Scroll variant here probably rep-
resents a relatively minor variant (addition of «and») in the second clause 
rather than a different set of words (וֹּהתְבּ, «in desertedness» rather than 
MT’s הָתָבּ, «end») in the first clause. The versional evidence does suggest, 
however that here the additional conjunction in 1QIsaa is of text-critical 
significance rather than merely one of many instances of the Scroll’s stylis-
tic «penchant for adding waw before the particle אל[, a] pattern that occurs 
on 33 occasions».116
§19 (v. 7b)
MT חָפְּשִׂמ הֵנִּהְו
1QIsaa: חפשמל הנהו
LXX: ἐποίησεν δὲ ἀνομίαν
The Isaiah Scroll’s reading here yields sense —«and he waited for jus-
tice and behold (he was waiting) for bloodshed»— even though it does 
not match the elliptical structure of the following parallel statement: «for 
righteousness and behold (there was) crying out». There is no clear parallel 
in the versions for this reading, despite their clarifying syntactic expansion 
of each matching statement (see §23), and the Scroll’s introduction of a 
lamed is probably to be categorized as an erroneous and unintentional har-
monization with the preceding117 טפשמל וקיו and the following הקדצל —even 
though this latter form is (correctly) not in turn followed in the Scroll by 
115. A divergence from MT that has been left unadjusted in Nova Vulgata. Recent transla-
tions tend to follow the interpretation of Vulgata and Peshitta: NRSV: «I will make it a waste; it 
shall not be pruned or hoed»; NJPS: «And I will make it a desolation; It shall not be pruned or 
hoed»; NAB: «Yes, I will make it a ruin: it shall not be pruned or hoed»; NJB: «I shall let it go 
to waste, unpruned, undug»; Biblia de Navarra: «la haré un erial, no la podarán ni la labrarán»; 
cf. Reina-Valera: «Haré que quede desierta; no será podada ni cavada».
116. ABEGG, «Linguistic Profile», 37
117. Cf. KUTSCHER, Language, 407: «Influenced by protasis».
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הקעצל —118 rather than as a scribal error related to the omission of lamed in 
v. 5b: רעב היהיו for MT’s רֵﬠָבְל הָיָהְו (see §15).
The Scroll has no obvious bearing on the reading of LXX: «but he pro-
duced lawlessness» (NETS). This appears to represent a continuation into 
the following, parallel, clause of the harmonization (also attested in TgJon, 
and to some extent Vulgata) of the previous structure in v. 7b —ἔμεινα τοῦ 
ποιῆσαι κρίσιν, «I waited for him to produce justice» (NETS)— with the 
structures found in vv. 2b and 4b (see §23). Peshitta’s ܐÙñÍÓÏ  ܐܘܗܘ, «and 
there was extortion»119 and Vulgata’s et ecce iniquitas correspond more 
closely to MT; TgJon’s  ןיִסוֹנָא אָהְו «and behold oppressors»120 comes nearer to 
LXX, the rendering of which probably reflects stylistic adjustment during 
translation rather than a different underlying Hebrew text.
3.  1QISAA OFFERS NO SUPPORT TO THE READING OF A VERSION 
(OR ANOTHER DSS TEXT) THAT DISAGREES WITH MT (§§20-34)
§20 (v. 1a)
MT /121 1QIsaa: הָריִשָׁא
TgJon: היֵחְבַּשֲׁא אָייִּבְנ רַמֲא
The targum’s placing of God’s words into the mouth of the prophet is, 
presumably, a distancing, anti-anthropomorphic, device, intended to avoid 
the image of God speaking directly to Israel, and may be compared with 
the long expansion at the beginning of v. 3 (§25). Hebrew ריִשׁ, «sing» is 
represented by Aramaic הָחָבַּשׁ in all three occurrences in Isaiah (5:1; 26:1; 
42:10).
118. As noted by KUTSCHER, Language, 407: «הקעצ was not changed.»
119. LAMSA, Holy Bible: «but behold oppression».
120. STENNING; Eldon CLEM (Accordance): «but behold (they are) robbers».
121. In this section a slash —MT / 1QIsaa— indicates that the Isaiah Scroll is exactly 
equivalent in its consonantal form to that of MT, whereas the use of brackets —MT (1QIsaa)— 
indicates the existence of differences, which are, however, irrelevant to the point under discus-
sion.
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§21 (v. 1a, 1b)
MT / 1QIsaa: יִדיִדיִל הָיָה םֶרֶכּ וֹמְרַכְל יִדוֹדּ תַריִשׁ יִדיִדי ִֽל 
TgJon: יִביִבַּח יִמַּﬠ הּיֵמְרַכְל יִמְחָר תָחְבְּשׁוּתּ יִמְחָר םָהָרְבַאְדּ היֵﬠְרַז אָמְרַכְבּ ליִתְמִדּ לֵאָרְשִׂיְל 
אָנָסְחַא ןוֹהְל תיִבַהְי לֵאָרְשִׂי 
Here the targum identifies the vineyard and its possessor, the «beloved», 
with Israel (the targum’s יִביִבַּח matching MT’s יִדיִדְי)122 and the «friend» 
(targum: יִמְחָר, MT: יִדוֹדּ) with Abraham123 —«[I will now sing] unto Israel, 
which is likened to a vineyard, the seed of Abraham my friend, a song of my 
friend touching his vineyard. My people, my beloved one[,] is Israel, I gave 
them an inheritance».124 The identification of the vineyard with the people 
of Israel is also employed in the rest of the unit, so that MT’s «vineyard» 
is rendered as «his people», etc. (vv. 3b, 4a, 5a, 7a); similarly, the targum’s 
use of the third person here, «them», in reference to «my people», is main-
tained throughout the unit, being found, for example, in v. 6b, אָלְדּ  דיֵקַּפֲא 
הָאוּבְנ ןוֹהיֵלֲﬠ ןוֹבַּנְתִי (MT: רָטָמ ויָלָﬠ ריִטְמַהֵמ הֶוַּצֲא) and v. 7b, אָניִדּ ןוּדְבֲﬠַיְדּ תיִרַמֲא (MT: 
טָפְּשִׁמְל וַקְיַו).
§22 (vv. 1a, 1b, 2a-b, 7a-b)
MT / 1QIsaa: וֹמְרַכְל יִדוֹדּ תַריִשׁ יִדיִדי ִֽל 
LXX: τῷ ἠγαπημένῳ ᾆσμα τοῦ ἀγαπητοῦ τῷ ἀμπελῶνί μου
MT (1QIsaa): י ִ֖דיִדי ִֽל ה ָ֥יָה םֶר ֶ֛כּ 
LXX:125 ἀμπελὼν ἐγενήθη τῷ ἠγαπημένῳ
MT (1QIsaa): וַקְיַו וֹ֑בּ בֵצָח בֶקֶי־םַגְו וֹכוֹתְבּ לָדְּגִמ ןֶבִיַּו קֵֹרשׂ וּהֵﬠָטִּיַּו וּהֵלְקַּסְיַו וּהֵקְזַּﬠְיַו 
LXX: καὶ φραγμὸν περιέθηκα καὶ ἐχαράκωσα καὶ ἐφύτευσα ἄμπελον σωρηχ
 καὶ ᾠκοδόμησα πύργον ἐν μέσῳ αὐτοῦ καὶ προλήνιον ὤρυξα ἐν αὐτῷ· καὶ ἔμεινα
122. BLENKINSOPP, Isaiah 1-39, 207, claims that the Song’s use of יִדיִדְי «provides quite a deli-
berate clue to the identity of the disappointed vintner», citing inter alia the man’s name Jedidiah 
(2Sam 12:25), the woman’s name Jedidah (2Kings 22:1), and the Ugaritic ydd ‘l, in reference to 
Mot. For (further) examples of biblical names based on דָי, «love» (rather than «hand»), see, e.g., 
Aloysius FITZGERALD, «Hebrew yd = “Love” and “Beloved”», CBQ 29 (1967) 368-74 (374).
123. None of the ancient sources appear to support the interpretation of יִֹדוּד תַרי ִׁש as «a song 
of my love» i.e. «my love song» —repointed as יַדוֹדּ תַריִשׁ, e.g., by BROCKINGTON, Hebrew Text, 176, 
in order to match the plural form with which this meaning is otherwise attested; see DCH, 
2.423a-b (§§1, 4)— as BLENKINSOPP, Isaiah 1-39, 205 (following a proposal by J. A. EMERTON, 
«Translation», «since it is clear that the beloved or friend neither composed nor sang it» (ibíd., 
207), NEB, REB, and NRSV.
124. STENNING.
125. LXX Ode 10, which reproduces Isaiah 5:1-9 under the heading «A song of Isaiah», 
has ἐγένετο for ἐγενήθη.
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TgJon: אָריִחְבּ ןַפְגּ בַצּיִמְכּ ןוּנּיִתְּמיֵיַּקְו ןוּניִתְּרַקַּיְו ןוּנִתְּשׁיֵדַּקְו 
 תיִרַמֲא ןוֹהיֵאָטֲח לַﬠ אָרָפַּכְל תיִבַהְי יִחְבְּדַמ ףַאְו ןוֹהיֵניֵב יִשְׁדְּקַמ תיֵנְבוּ
MT (1QIsaa): וַקְיַו וי ָ֑ﬠוּשֲׁﬠַשׁ עַטְנ הָדוּהְי שׁיִאְו 
LXX: καὶ ἄνθρωπος τοῦ Ιουδα νεόφυτον ἠγαπημένον· ἔμεινα
TgJon:  תיִרַמֲא הּיֵתְוְדַחְדּ אָבְּצִנ הָדוּהְי שָׁנֲאַו
For the 1QIsaa forms אהיה (v. 1b), והלוקסיו, קרוש, אנביו (v. 2a), and ועושעש 
(v. 7a), see also the appropriate entries in this paper: §§1, 2, 8, 9, 10.
In v. 1a the third person suffix in 1QIsaa supports MT (וֹמְרַכְל), as does 
TgJon (הּיֵמְרַכְל), against the first person in LXX,126 which LXX, this time 
matched by TgJon,127 also employs (in contrast to MT and 1QIsaa) in v. 2a 
(five verbs), v. 2b, and v. 7b, either reflecting a Vorlage in which a yod was 
regularly (mis)read instead of a waw or representing a deliberate harmo-
nization of vv. 1-2 and 7 with vv. 3-6, in which first person forms are also 
found in MT.128 However, the fact that the targum agrees with LXX in its 
choice of verbal persons and in not having an opening «and» at the begin-
ning of v. 7b (in contrast to MT and 1QIsaa) tends to support the notion of 
a slight variation in textual tradition, with harmonization at the interpreta-
tive level taking place only in v. 1 (in LXX).
In its use of the persons, Peshitta supports MT throughout vv. 1-2;129 the 
appearance of a first-person verb without preceding conjunction at the 
beginning of v. 7b, ÿÙÝ̇è, might reflect direct dependence on LXX rather 
than on a variant Hebrew textual tradition (see below, on v. 7a-b). In con-
trast, Vulgata’s use of a first-person verb (as LXX) with the conjunction (as 
MT), et expectavi, coupled with its consistency with MT throughout the rest 
of the unit, suggests that at the beginning of v. 7b Vulgata was only influ-
enced by (but not dependent on) LXX’s version of the text.
Apart from the difference in persons between MT and LXX, there are 
also some significant lexical variations. In the Hebrew text as found in 
both MT and 1QIsaa, three actions are described: tilling of ground (A), 
removal of stones (B), and planting of vines (C): «He broke the ground, 
126. As noted by ULRICH – FLINT, DJD,32.2.123.
127. The grammatical point stands despite the targum’s extensive interpretation of the 
Hebrew text in v. 2a: «And I set them apart and honored them and confirmed them like the 
planting of a choice vine, and I built my sanctuary among them and even gave my altar to atone 
for their sins. I commanded [...]» (Eldon Clem’s translation in Accordance).
128. ULRICH – FLINT, DJD, 32.2.123, suggest that LXX has been influenced here by the first-
person suffix in v. 3: יִניֵבּ.
129. Differences of another kind from MT include ܐܓÙè ܗܪÊÏܐܘ for וּה ֵ֗לְקַּסְי  ַֽו (see below in 
this section) and Ìܒ Êܒî for וֹבּ בֵצָח.
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cleared it of stones, And planted it with choice vines» (JPS). 1QIsaa offers 
no explanation of or support for LXX’s interpretation of the first two verbs 
as setting up of a fence (D) and providing with stakes130 (E) —«And I put a 
hedge around it and fenced it in and planted a Sorech vine» (NETS)— or 
the targum’s rendering of these verbs, which seems to follow a similar line 
of interpretation: ןוּניִתְּרַקַּיְו  ןוּנִּתְּשׁיֵדַּקְו, «And I sanctified them and honoured 
them».131 Vulgata and Peshitta appear to have followed LXX for their inter-
pretation of, respectively, the first and the second verb: Vulgata (D, B, C): 
«And he fenced it in, and picked the stones out of it, and planted it [with a] 
choice [...] vine [...]»132 (Douay); Peshitta (A, D/E, C): «and he tilled it and 
surrounded it (with) a fence and planted it (with) shoots» (ܗܪÊÏܐܘ  ÌÐàñܘ 
ܐܩÍ̈ܒü Ìܒ÷åܘ ܐܓÙè).
In the clause representing the third action in v. 2, the forms in which 
MT’s קֵֹרשׂ וּהֵﬠָטִּיַּו is represented in the versions may be compared with those 
found in connection with קֵֹרשׂ  ךְיִתְּﬠַטְנ  יִֹכנָאְו at Jer 2:21. Whereas Peshitta is 
the only version to employ a one-word and literal rendering of קֵֹרשׂ in each 
passage — ܐøÍ̈ܒü  Ìܒ÷åܘ ‘and he planted it (with) shoots’;133 ÚÜÿܒ÷å  ܐåܐܘ 
ܐøÍܒü «and I planted you (as) a vine» (Jer 2:21) — TgJon employs a two-
word explanatory equivalent in both passages:  אָריִחְבּ ןַפְגּ בַצּיִמְכּ ןוּנּיִתְּמיֵיַּקְו, «and 
[ I] established them like the plant of a chosen vine»; בַציִמְכ יַמָדֳק ןוֹכְתִּמיֵיַּק אָנֲאַו 
אָריִחְבּ ןַפְגּ (Jer 2:21). Vulgata employs a similar two-word explanatory equiv-
alent in the Jeremiah passage, «ego autem plantavi te vineam electam», but 
in the Isaiah text curiously only uses the attribute without explicit mention 
of the vine, «et plantavit eam electam».134 LXX’s καὶ ἐφύτευσα ἄμπελον σωρηχ, 
«and planted a Sorech vine» (NETS)135 appears to be «a transcription [...] 
supplemented by an additional translation [...] by a posterior elaborator»136 
130. Whether «for individual vines», as BDAG —A Greek – English Lexicon of the New Tes-
tament and other Early Christian Literature (Third ed.; rev. and ed. by Fredrick William Danker) 
Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press 2000— or for making a fence, as in Moisés Silva’s 
translation in NETS and perhaps also reflected in the second verb of Peshitta. Ode 10:2 lacks 
καὶ ἐχαράκωσα.
131. STENNING; CLEM (Accordance): «And I set them apart [...]». 
132. «Et sepivit eam et lapides elegit ex illa et plantavit eam electam».
133. The plural form in the Isaiah text, whether by accident or design, correctly reflects 
the probably collective nature of the Hebrew form קֵֹרשׂ, as against the nomen unitatis הָקֵֹרשׂ; cf. 
Gen 49:11a(Qr): וֹֹנתֲא יִנְבּ הָקֵֹרשַּׂלְו וֹריִﬠ ןֶפֶגַּל יִרְֹסא; Peshitta:  ܐøÍܒýܒܘ ... ܐÿòܓܒ (without ribhui); LXX: 
δεσμεύων πρὸς ἄμπελον ... καὶ τῇ ἕλικι ...
134. Nova Vulgata retains the Clementine text in the Jeremiah passage and adds a referen-
ce to vines (see the preceding note) in the Isaiah one: «et plantavit in ea vites electas».
135. NETS translation of Isaiah by Moisés Silva, who notes under «Sorech», «Heb = choi-
ce»; cf. BRENTON: «and planted a choice vine».
136. SEELIGMANN, Septuagint Version, 207; see also ibíd, 171 (and 180) for the secondary 
character of the form ἄμπελος in this verse, as against ἀμπελών, which occurs seven times in Isa 
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rather than a reflection of an additional word in the base text.137 At Jer 2:21, 
however, קֵֹׂרש appears to be rendered by two-word explanatory equivalent 
of the type already noted in the targum and Vulgata: ἐγὼ δὲ ἐφύτευσά σε 
ἄμπελον καρποφόρον. The evidence as a whole suggests that any difference 
from MT in either passage in any of the versions is a matter of translation 
technique and inner-versional textual development rather than of variation 
in the underlying Hebrew.
In the next two clauses, LXX, Vulgata, and Peshitta are all very close 
to MT’s וֹבּ בֵצָח בֶקֶי־םַגְו וֹכוֹתְבּ לָדְּגִמ ןֶבִיַּו and have no obvious bearing on TgJon’s 
interpretation of לָדְּגִמ as יִשְׁדְּקַמ and בֶקֶי as ןוֹהיֵאָטֲח  לַﬠ  אָרָפַּכְל  …  יִחְבְּדַמ. The 
conjunction and verb in Peshitta, Ìܒ Êܒî ܐܬܪ÷ïâ ܦܐ, while not semanti-
cally inconsistent with MT, might have been influenced by the targum: ףַאְו 
תיִבַהְי יִחְבְּדַמ.
At the end of v. 7a, ועושעש עטנ of 1QIsaa supports MT’s ויָﬠוּשֲׁﬠַשׁ עַטְנ, but the 
difference in orthography and/or morphology could also help explain LXX’s 
apparent interpretation as first person (in keeping with its presentation 
of the rest of the unit). In view of the immediately following first-person 
verb in LXX (ἔμεινα for וַקְיַו of MT / 1QIsaa), the absence of a possessive 
pronoun —νεόφυτον ἠγαπημένον, «a beloved new plant(ing)»— probably 
reflects understanding of the first person pronoun, י ָ֑ﬠוּשֲׁﬠַשׁ, a reading more 
understandably derived from an orthography (and morphology) of the type 
represented by 1QIsaa, ועושעש (with the final waw in the Greek translator’s 
Vorlage misinterpreted as a yod) than from a text of the type represented by 
MT. This in turn suggests that in v. 1a-b LXX’s Vorlage also had (or was read 
as having) first person suffixes, ידידי (twice), ידוד, just as in MT (and 1QIsaa), 
despite the absence of first person pronouns in the Greek text. 
It is also possible, of course, that LXX read a simple plural, םיִﬠוּשֲׁﬠַשׁ, 
and this is perhaps supported by Peshitta’s ܐÿܒÙܒÏܘ  ܐܬÊÏ  ܐÿܒ÷å, «a new 
and beloved plant(ing)»,138 again without pronoun. However, the closeness 
of Peshitta’s rendering here to that of LXX —and its distance from TgJon, 
which matches MT in this aspect: הּיֵתְוְדַחְדּ אָבְּצִנ— and the fact that Peshitta 
immediately follows this with another form (ÿÙÝ̇è) that exactly reflects LXX 
5:1-7. In both verses, ἄμπελος might have been intended as a nomen unitatis, «vine», in contrast 
to the collective ἀμπελών, ‘vineyard’, although this would run counter to the situation in Hebrew 
in which קֵֹׂרש was probably collective and הָקֵֹרשׂ unitary (see above, n. 133). Note Ode 10:2, where 
the first, feminine, pronoun, appears to refer to the vine (ἄμπελος) and the second, masculine, 
one to the vineyard (ἀμπελών): καὶ ᾠκοδόμησα πύργον ἐν μέσῳ αὐτῆς καὶ προλήνιον ὤρυξα ἐν αὐτῷ.
137. Ode 10:2 adds a pronoun, καὶ ἐφύτευσα ἄμπελον ἐν σωρηκ, apparently «and planted a 
vine(yard) in Sorech» (the form of the word with kappa is only attested here in the edition of 
Rahlfs).
138. Contrast the translation of LAMSA, Holy Bible: «his pleasant plant».
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and its two differences from MT (ἔμεινα / וַקְיַו) suggest that in this verse 
Peshitta might actually be based on LXX (as it might also be for the second 
verb in v. 2, as noted above).
§23 (vv. 2b, 4b, 7b)
MT / 1QIsaa: םיִבָנֲﬠ תוֹשֲׂﬠַל וַקְיַו
MT / 1QIsaa: םיִבָנֲﬠ תוֹשֲׂﬠַל יִתיֵוִּק ַעוּדַּמ
MT / 1QIsaa: טָפְּשִׁמְל וַקְיַו
LXX: καὶ ἔμεινα τοῦ ποιῆσαι σταφυλήν
LXX: διότι ἔμεινα τοῦ ποιῆσαι σταφυλήν
LXX: ἔμεινα τοῦ ποιῆσαι κρίσιν
TgJon: ןיִבָט ןיִדָבוּע ןוּדְבֲﬠַיְדּ תיִרַמֲא
TgJon:139 ןיִבָט ןיִדָבוּע ןוּדְבֲﬠַיְדּ תיִרַמֲא אָמ
Tg Jon: אָניִדּ ןוּדְבֲﬠַיְדּ תיִרַמֲא
In general, the use of the first person in LXX and TgJon is consist-
ent with that found in these two versions in the five verbs in v. 2a. In the 
three sequences noted here, each version appears, in addition, to have 
harmonized the sequences for stylistic and rhetorical purposes, converting 
MT’s simple substantival complement, «judgement», in v. 7b into a more 
complex structure: LXX, «the doing of judgement»;140 TgJon: «that they do 
judgement». Vulgata parallels LXX and TgJon apart from its retention of 
the third person in v. 2b: «et expectavit ut faceret uvas, et fecit labruscas»; 
v. 4b: «expectavi ut faceret uvas et fecit labruscas»; v. 7b: «et expectavi ut 
faceret judicium» (reflecting, as 1QIsaa, the introductory conjunction of 
MT).141
It is possible that the targumist read a text with sadhe instead of qof (i.e. 
וַצְיַו or וַצֲאָו for MT’s וַקְיַו), or pronounced the qof in this way,142 or interpreted 
it as sadhe on the basis of Hebrew-Aramaic pairs of the kind ץֶרֶא - אָקְרַא, 
giving rise to the rendering תיִרַמֲא. Running counter to this suggestion and 
in favour of a purely interpretational or exegeticizing rendering, however, 
is the targum’s use of its standard equivalent, דיֵקַּפֲא, for MT’s הֶוַּצֲא in v. 6b 
(see §32).
139. Stenning: ןיֵד אָמ.
140. In v. 4b, Odes 10:4 breaks up the formal identity with vv. 2 and 7 by restructuring as 
διότι ἔμεινα, ἵνα ποιήσῃ σταφυλήν.
141. For הָשָׂﬠ in the sense of «produce» or «bring about», see L. KOPF, «Arabische Etymo-
logien», 270-71 (§23).
142. Each phonetic exchange, aʿyin with sadhe and yod with ẚlef, is reflected in Aramaic and 
Hebrew traditions of pronunciation.
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Peshitta follows MT more closely, although in all three cases MT’s «for 
doing» (תוֹשֲׂﬠַל) appears in Peshitta as «that he would do» (Êܒïåܕ; cf. TgJon 
and Vulgata);143 in v. 4, «why» (ַעוּדַּמ) of MT becomes a simple object-clause 
conjunction, «that» (ܕ; cf. LXX, Vulgata); and in v. 7b Peshitta has «I hoped» 
(ÿÙÝ̇è) instead of MT’s «and he hoped» (וַקְיַו), perhaps based on LXX (see 
§22).
1QIsaa is consistent with MT throughout these sequences of text, offer-
ing no support for the use of the first person in vv. 2b and 7b, for «because» 
(LXX) or «that» (Peshitta) rather than «why» (MT) in v. 4b, for the absence 
of «and» before the sequence in v. 7b,144 or for the use of a verbal comple-
ment in place of a simple noun («judgement») also in v. 7b.
§24 (vv. 2b, 4b)
MT (1QIsaa): םיִשֻׁאְבּ שַׂﬠַיַּו
LXX: ἐποίησεν δὲ ἀκάνθας
On the basis of other uses of √שׁאב and the immediate contrast with 
םיִבָנֲﬠ, the Hebrew participle םיִשֻׁאְבּ is generally interpreted as «hateful» or 
«stinking» (cf. TgJon, וֹהיֵדָבוֹעוּשׁיִאְבַאןוּנּיִאְו, «they made their deeds hateful») 
and, in context, as «sour grapes». Although LXX’s specific interpretation 
as ‘thorns’ is understandable as a term from the broad category of typically 
undesired flora in an agricultural context, the presence of the word here 
might well have been encouraged by its use in v. 6a —καὶ ἀναβήσεται εἰς αὐτὸν 
ὡς εἰς χέρσον ἄκανθα, «and a thorn shall come up into it as into a wasteland» 
(NETS) for MT’s תִי ָ֑שָׁו ריִמָשׁ הָלָﬠְו, «and there will come up brier and thorn», 
on which see §31— thus providing greater literary and rhetorical cohesion 
within the unit, the corrupt fruits («thorns») of disobedient Israel being 
used against it in divine punishment. For a different cohesive device, see 
§29, on Peshitta’s introduction of «fence» in v. 2a and «tower» in v. 5b.
143. None of the versions support the claim of G. R. DRIVER, «Difficult Words in the 
Hebrew Prophets», 53-55, that «the subject of תושׂע cannot be the vineyard but must be the 
husbandman, since the subject of the infinitive verb in this construction must be the same as 
that of the main verb» (ibíd., 53), thence: «wherefore, when I looked to get grapes, did it get 
bad grapes?» (ibíd., 53). Regardless of the merit of this claim from a syntactic perspective, the 
Arabic evidence that Driver employs (ibíd., 53-55) hardly supports the meaning attributed to 
םיִבָנֲﬠ תוֹשֲׂﬠַל here. See as well n. 141, above.
144. In Odes 10:7 the presence of καί as well as the use of οἶκος Ισραηλ instead of οἶκος τοῦ 
Ισραηλ earlier in the verse perhaps reflects the influence of MT.
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§25 (v. 3a)
MT / 1QIsaa: ה ָ֛תַּﬠְו
TgJon: ןַﬠְכוּ בָתְמִל ןַבָצ אָלְו אָתְיַרוֹא ןִמ וּדַרְמ לֵאָרְשִׂי תיֵב אָה ןוֹהְל רַמיֵא איָיִּבְנ
The long expansion here —«O prophet, say unto them, Behold, the 
house of Israel have rebelled against the law, and were not willing to 
return»—145 is evidently homiletic, providing an explicit basis for the judge-
ment referred to in v. 3b, but is also, as already noted in connection with 
the expansion at the beginning of v. 1 (see §20), anti-anthropomorphic and 
distancing, placing the divine words in the mouth of the prophet rather 
than of God himself.
§26 (vv. 3a, 5a)
MT (1QIsaa): הָתַּﬠְו
Peshitta: ܐüܗ
The lack of introductory waw in Peshitta has no support from 1QIsaa 
(התעו, התאו) LXX (καὶ νῦν, νῦν δὲ), Vulgata («nunc ergo, et nunc»), or TgJon 
(ןַﬠְכוּ, in v. 3 after the lengthy addition noted in §25).146
§27 (vv. 3b, 5a)
MT (1QIsaa): יִניֵבּ אָנ־וּטְפִשׁ
LXX: κρίνατε ἐν ἐμοὶ
MT (1QIsaa): םֶכְתֶא אָנּ־הָﬠיִדוֹא
LXX: ἀναγγελῶ ὑμῖν
There is no equivalent to MT’s precative אָנ in these two verses in LXX,147 
Peshitta (Úæ̈ÙܒÍåܘܕ; ܢÍÝØÍÏܐ), and Clementina («judicate inter me; ostendam 
vobis»), although the particle is present in 1QIsaa —יניב  הנוטופש,אנ  עידוא   
המכתא (see §§3, 6)— and is clearly reflected in TgJon —יַמָדֳק אָניִדּ ןַﬠְכ וּניִדּ, יֵוַּחֲא 
ןוֹכְל  ןַﬠְכ. However, at least with regard to Isaiah, these facts are of limited 
text-critical importance, as Peshitta, LXX, and Vulgata, rarely provide an 
145. STENNING.
146. In the same form in Isa. 36:8, Peshitta does reflect the waw of MT and 1QIsaa, as do 
Vulgata and TgJon, but LXX does not.
147. Except, according to the apparatus of Ziegler’s Göttingen edition, in the Syrohexapla 
(Rahlf’s manual edition specifies the Great Catena of the XVI Prophets), in Codex Marchalianus 
(in a marginal reading according to Swete’s edition), which also adds a marginal νῦν, and in 
Codex Venetus, which reflect κρίνατε δη.
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explicit equivalent of אָנ,148 whereas TgJon almost always renders with ןַע ְּכ. 
The situation is, though, slightly complicated in the present unit because 
in v. 1 LXX does appear to render the precative particle explicitly: ᾌσω δὴ 
for אָנּ הָריִשָׁא of MT.
§28 (v. 3b)
MT (1QIsaa): יִמְרַכּ ןיֵבוּ יִניֵבּ אָנ־וּטְפִשׁ
LXX: κρίνατε ἐν ἐμοὶ καὶ ἀνὰ μέσον τοῦ ἀμπελῶνός μου
TgJon: יִמַּﬠ ןִמ יַמָדֳק אָניִדּ ןַﬠְכ וּניִדּ
Apart from its lack of an equivalent for MT אָנ (see §27), also absent 
from Vulgata and Peshitta, LXX appears to differ slightly from MT (and 
1QIsaa) in the following prepositions, giving rise to a version that perhaps 
reflects not so much a highly literal rendering of the same Hebrew text that 
is found in MT149 as a Vorlage in יִבּ rather than יִניֵבּ (and perhaps without 
the following waw): «judge in favour of me, (even) among my people».150 
Evidence of instability in the underlying Hebrew text might also be seen 
in the explanatory and expansive rendering in TgJon, apparently: «judge 
now the case (that has come) before me from my people».151 These two 
renderings may be compared and contrasted with the more literal and pre-
148. The cases of Peshitta and Vulgata are especially striking. Even at 7:13, a rare case 
because the precative particle of MT (אָנ־וּעְמִשׁ) is reflected not only, as it usually is, in TgJon 
(ןַﬠְכ וּעַמְשׁ) but also in LXX (Ἀκούσατε δή) and Vulgata («audite ergo»), Peshitta fails to represent 
it (Íïãü). In fact, the only clear case of Peshitta representing אָנ in Isaiah is found at 47:12, where 
ܐå ÚâÍø imitates the Hebrew: אָנ־יִדְמִﬠ (LXX: στῆθι νῦν). At 38:3, אָנ־רָכְז ׳י הָנָּא, Vulgata uses «quaeso: 
obsecro domine memento quaeso» (LXX has no equivalent for either particle and Peshitta only 
has an equivalent for the first particle: ûÜܕܬܐ  ܐØûâ  ܢܘܐ). At 1:18, אָנ־וּכְל (MT), LXX, Peshitta, 
and Vulgata all add an «and» before the imperative. There is no explicit equivalent of אָנ in LXX 
(or Vulgata or Peshitta) at 5:3, 5; 7:3, 19:12; 29:11, 12; 36:4, 8, 11; 47:13; 51:21. At 5:1 and 47:12, 
as noted above, LXX does have an equivalent (in contrast to Peshitta and Vulgata), and at 64:8 
LXX’s καὶ νῦν ἐπίβλεψον ὅτι λαός σου πάντες ἡμεῖς appears to be a fairly literal represention of MT’s 
ּונָלֻּכ  ךְָמַּﬠ  אָנ־טֶבַּה  ןֵה, «behold, look, pray, we are your people, all of us», with καί arguably stand-
ing for ןֵה and νῦν (as at 47:12) for אָנ; TgJon’s אָנָלּוּכ אָנְחַנֲא ךְָמַּﬠְדּ ךְָמָדֳק יֵלְג אָה, «Behold it is revealed 
before you that we are your people, all of us» (CLEM) and Peshitta’s çàÜ çæÏ Þãîܕ çæÏ, apparently 
«behold us, who are your people, all of us» (LAMSA, Holy Bible: «behold, see, we are all thy 
people») appear to reflect a pronoun rather than the precative particle; Vulgata: «ecce respice 
populus tuus omnes nos».
149. As SEELIGMANN, Septuagint Version, 186.
150. Contrast NETS (and Brenton): «judge between me and my vineyard»; the Slavonic 
(суди́те между̀ мно́ю и̓ вїногра́домъ мои́мъ) agrees. None of the three critical editions consulted 
(Rahlfs, Swete, Ziegler) indicates any variant reading here.
151. Clem: «judge now the judgment before me from my people»; Stenning: «give sentence 
now before me on my people»; RIBERA FLORIT, Targum, 78: «juzgad, pues, ante mí la causa de 
mi pueblo».
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dictable equivalents offered for the closest Isaianic parallel to the structure 
in v. 3b, at 59:2, where the sequence םֶכיֵהֽלֱֹא ןיֵבְל םֶכֵניֵבּ םיִלִדְּבַמ וּיָה םֶכיֵת ֹֽ נוֲֹﬠ־םִא in 
MT is represented by TgJon as ןוֹכֲהָלֱא ןיֵבְל ןוֹכיֵניֵבּ ןיִשְׁרְפַמ וֹוֲה ןוֹכיֵבוֹח and by LXX 
as τὰ ἁμαρτήματα ὑμῶν διιστῶσιν ἀνὰ μέσον ὑμῶν καὶ τοῦ θεοῦ.
The prepositional variation in Vulgata in v. 3b —Weber: «iudicate inter 
me et inter vineam meam»; Clementina, and, surprisingly, Nova Vulgata: 
«[...] et vineam meam»—152 is probably of no bearing here.153 Peshitta, like 
1QIsaa supports MT, rendering literally and identically in both places: Íåܘܕ 
ÚâûÝß Úæ̈Ùܒ and ܢÍÜÌßܐĆß ܢÍÝÙæ̈Ùܒ Íüûñ ܘܗ ܢÍÝÙܒÍÏ̈.
For the targum’s interpretation of יִמְרַכּ as יִמַּﬠ, see §21.  
§29 (v. 5b)
MT: סָמְרִמְל הָיָהְו וֹרֵדְגּ ֹץרָפּ רֵﬠָבְל הָיָהְו וֹתָכּוּשְׂמ רֵסָה
1QIsaa: סָמְרִמְל הָיָהְו וֹרֵדְגּ ֹץרָפּ רעב היהיו ותכושמ ריסא
TgJon:154 שִׁיַדְל ןוֹהיִו אָשְׁדְקַמ תיֵבּ עַרָתֲּא זַביִמְל ןוֹהיִו ןוֹהְנִּמ יִתָניִכְשׁ קיֵלַּסֲא
Clem:  «I will remove my Shekhinah from them, and they will be for 
plundering.
 I will tear down my temple and they will be for threshing.»
LXX: ἀφελῶ τὸν φραγμὸν αὐτοῦ καὶ ἔσται εἰς διαρπαγήν, 
 καὶ καθελῶ τὸν τοῖχον αὐτοῦ καὶ ἔσται εἰς καταπάτημα
NETS:  «I will remove its hedge, and it shall be plundered,
 and I will tear down its wall, and it shall be trampled down.» 
Peshitta: ܐýØÊß ܐܘÌåܘ ÌܓÙè ܐåܐ ܥܪ̇ܬܘ ܐܬÎܒß ܐܘÌåܘ ÌßÊܓâ ܐåܐ ûù̇î
Lamsa:  «I will demolish its tower, and it shall be for spoil;
 and break down its fence, and it shall be trodden down;» 
Vulgata: «auferam sepem eius et erit in direptionem
 diruam maceriam eius et erit in conculcationem»
Douay: «I will take away the hedge thereof, and it shall be wasted:
 I will break down the wall thereof, and it shall be trodden down.»
With regard to the introductory verb in each clause 1QIsaa’s ריסא appears 
to match the unanimous explicitly first-person reading or interpretation of 
the four versions cited (see also §17) in contrast to the form  רֵסָה in MT, 
which is almost certainly an infinitive absolute contextually interpreted in 
152. Weber’s apparatus indicates that Clementina’s omission of the second inter has the 
support of Cavensis, Toletanus, and Codex Orléans.
153. At 59:2 all three cited editions read: «iniquitates vestrae diviserunt inter vos et Deum 
vestrum».
154. Stenning: ןוֹהיֵשְׁדְּקִמ תיֵבּ עַרָתּיִא, «I will break down their sanctuaries».
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the first person consistent with the preceding clause:155 תֵא  םֶכְתֶא  אָנּ־הָﬠיִדוֹא 
יִמְרַכְל הֶֹשׂע יִנֲא־רֶשֲׁא. On the other hand in the parallel clause, 1QIsaa’s equiva-
lent to MT’s second infinitive absolute, ֹץרָפּ, is probably to be interpreted as 
the noun ץֶרֶפּ, «breach» (see §17), in contrast to the versions, where, again, 
explicitly first-person structures are found.
However they are to be interpreted here, the 1QIsaa readings have no 
evident bearing on the targum’s interpretation either of the hapax הָכּוּשְׂמ, 
«enclosure, hedge», as the הָניִכְשׁ —which, unless, improbably, it reflects a 
variant Hebrew tradition, would seem to imply both a play on the conso-
nantal form of the biblical hapax and a semantic shift from more vertical 
to more horizontal, from covering around to covering over— or of the רֵד ָּג as 
the שָׁדְּקְמ תיֵבּ, the presence of which at this point relies at least as much on 
the parallelism with the הָניִכְשׁ as on the interpretation of רֵדָגּ itself.
Although Peshitta matches MT fairly closely for the the second half of 
this sequence («and I am tearing down its fence»), in the first half there 
has been significant interpretation of both verb and object as they appear 
in MT: «I am uprooting its tower» (ÌßÊܓâ  ܐåܐ  ûù̇î); apparently here the 
«enclosure» (הָכּוּשְׂמ) of MT has been interpreted as a fortification enclosing 
the vineyard, and «removal» (רֵסָה) has been interpreted specifically as dig-
ging up. However, Peshitta’s use of «fence» (ܐܓÙè) in the second half of this 
sequence, for רֵדָגּ in MT, is a clear indication that the primary motive for 
Peshitta’s choice of noun in the first half is to tie in this sequence with v. 
2, where the ܐܓÙè was introduced as part of the translation of MT’s וּהֵלְקַּסְי  ַֽו 
(ܐܓÙè ܗܪÊÏܐܘ) and ܐĆßÊܓâ matched the לָדְּגִמ already in MT. In v. 5, then, Pes-
hitta reintroduces these terms, in reverse order, reinforcing the cohesive-
ness of the literary unit and its interpretation. Both LXX and Vulgata also 
introduce a link between v. 5 and v. 2, but only in the first half of v. 5 (v. 5: 
ἀφελῶ τὸν φραγμὸν αὐτοῦ, v. 2: καὶ φραγμὸν περιέθηκα; v. 5: «auferam sepem 
eius», v. 2: «et sepivit eam»); in the second half, τοῖχος and maceria replace 
πύργος and turris of v. 2.
The targum’s interpretation of the actions at the end of each half of this 
sequence —רֵﬠָבְל, «for burning» or «for consuming» as זַביִמְל, «for plunder-
ing»; and סָמְרִמְל, «for trampling» as שִׁיַדְל, «for threshing»— has no parallel 
in 1QIsaa, although is matched by Peshitta (ܐܬÎܒß, ܐýØÊß) and for the first 
action by LXX, εἰς διαρπαγήν, and Vulgata («in direptionem»), all apparently 
155. In principle, רֵסָה could also be an imperative, implicitly issued by the «I» of the pre-
ceding clause to the unspecified «you». However, this would disrupt the parallelism with the 
following clause, in which ֹץר ָּפ can only be an infinitive absolute.
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reflecting an established interpretative tradition at least for the first item.156 
The targum’s use of a plural verb, ןוֹהיִו (twice) for MT’s singular, הָיָהְו, is a 
consequence of its interpretation of יִמְרַכּ at the end of the preceding clause 
as יִמַּﬠ (see §21).
1QIsaa stands with MT (and Vulgata) in not having a conjunction 
(«and») before the second half of this sequence, as found in LXX, TgJon, 
and Peshitta.
For 1QIsaa’s use of the simple waw and imperfect in place of the waw-
consecutive and perfect of MT, see §14. The same structure is found in the 
targum.
All versions cited support the presence of a preposition before the clos-
ing word of the first half, as in MT, רֵﬠָבְל, and not its absence, as in 1QIsaa, 
רעב (see §§15, 17, 19).
§30 (v. 5b-6a)
MT/1QIsaa: סָמְרִמְל
4QpIsab (4Q162) 1:1: רשא סמרמל
In MT סמרמל closes v. 5. The following רשא in the pesher does not, it has 
been argued, «introduce an interpretation of the biblical text»,157 i.e. does 
not represent the particle רֶשֲׁא, but is rather a mistake for the first three let-
ters of וּה ֵ֣תיִשֲׁא (without the introductory waw of MT and the Isaiah Scroll) 
at the beginning of v. 6. Alternatively, the particle רֶשֲׁא is intended, not 
introducing a pesher comment but part of the biblical text itself, which read
וּהֵתיִשֲׁא רֶשֲׁא «([...] and it will become as the place of trampling) that I will 
make it, (a desolation [...])».158 For the interpretation of the immediately 
preceding יהיו as prophetic perfect («and it became», i.e. «will become»), 
see §14.
156. The distinction in meaning for the second term, שִׁיַדּ, is not entirely clear, however, as 
JASTROW, Dictionary, 1.306a gives one citation in which the word is clearly used in reference to 
trampling of dust.
157. HORGAN, Pesharim, 89, the reason being that «the interpretation clearly begins in the 
end of line 2 with the formula [רשא רבדה רשפ].»
158. See HORGAN, Pesharim, 89; STRUGNELL, «Notes en Marge», 186.
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§31 (v. 6a)
MT (1QIsaa): תִי ָ֑שָׁו ריִמָשׁ הָלָﬠְו רֵדָﬠֵי ֹאלְו רֵמָזִּי ֹאל
LXX: καὶ οὐ μὴ τμηθῇ οὐδὲ μὴ σκαφῇ, καὶ ἀναβήσεται εἰς αὐτὸν ὡς εἰς χέρσον 
ἄκανθα
NETS: «and it shall not be pruned or dug, and a thorn shall come up into 
it as into a wasteland»
Peshitta: ܐûïØܘ ܐܒÍ̈Ü Ìܒ ܢÍîܐåܘ Ñàñÿå ܐĆßܘ ÑéÜÿå ܐĆßܘ
Vulgata comes very close to MT, differing from MT only in the explicit 
pluralisation of the third verb and of its two subjects:159 «non putabitur et 
non fodietur et ascendent vepres et spinae», «it shall not be pruned, and it 
shall not be digged: but briers and thorns shall come up» (Douay); TgJon’s 
rendering —ןיִקיִבְשׁוּ  ןיִלְטְלֻטְמ  ןוֹהיִו  ןוּכְמַתְּסִי  אָלְו  ןוּדֲﬠַתְּסִי  אָל— stays close to the 
grammar of the Hebrew (with the exception of the pluralization required 
by the targum’s interpretation of the vineyard as the people of Israel) but 
interprets each element homiletically in reference to exile and diaspora: 
«they will not be sustained and will not be supported, and they will be 
wandering and abandoned» (Clem).160
With regard to LXX’s εἰς αὐτὸν ὡς εἰς χέρσον ἄκανθα, the frequent com-
bination of the nouns תִיַשׁ and ריִמָשׁ in Isaiah, which «recur as a motif 
throughout the section (7:23-25; 9:17; 10:17)»,161 and LXX’s rendering of the 
combination as χέρσος καὶ ἄκανθα, «barren ground and thorn» (NETS) three 
times in 7:23-25 strongly suggests that in 5:6, too, the same two nouns were 
found in the Greek translator’s Vorlage162 but occurred (or were read) there 
159. Vulgata also uses plural forms of תִיַשְׁו ריִמָשׁ at 7:23-25, but singular ones at 9:17 and 
10:17.
160. Similarly, at 9:17 תִיַשְׁו ריִמָשׁ is interpreted as אָיַּביָיַּחְו אָיַּאָטַּח, «the sinners and the guilty 
ones» (of the northern kingdom of Israel (Clem), and at 10:17 as יִהוֹנָרוּטְו יִהוֹנוֹטְלִשׁ, «his [the king 
of Assyria’s] rulers and his officers» (Clem).
161. BLENKINSOPP, Isaiah 1-39, 208.
162 Other LXX equivalents of the combination in MT represent a less clear relationship 
between Greek and Hebrew forms. At 9:17 LXX appears to interpret תִיַשׁ as «grass» and ריִמָשׁ as 
«dried» —לֵכֹאתּ תִיַשָׁו ריִמָשׁ / καὶ ὡς ἄγρωστις ξηρὰ βρωθήσεται ὑπὸ πυρός, «and like dry grass will it 
be consumed by fire» (NETS)— which is compatible with the renderings in 7:23-25. At 10:17, 
for MT וֹריִמְשׁוּ  וֹתיִשׁ  הָלְכ ָֽאְו, LXX perhaps read ריִמָשׁ  תִיַשְׁכּ: καὶ φάγεται ὡσεὶ χόρτον τὴν ὕλην, «and 
devour the wood like grass» (NETS). In 27:4, תִיַשׁ has clearly been interpreted as «grass» or 
similar; see n. 163. LXX’s equivalents in 7:23-25 are similar to Clem’s rendering of TgJon in the 
same passage, רוּבוּ יאַבוֹה, «thorns and unused land». However, JASTROW, Dictionary, 1.148b and 
1.336b, offers «desolation, waste» as the lemma gloss of the first item and «something waste, 
wild-growing» as that of the second one, with «thorn» and «brier» as contextual renderings. 
The targum probably intended two parallel expressions either of infertile space («desert and 
unused land») or of desert plants («thorns and briers») but not one item from each category (as, 
apparently, Clem), even though this is what LXX appears to have done.
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as תִיַשׁ ריִמָשׁ (without waw before the second word).163 Both εἰς (ὡς εἰς)164 and 
εἰς αὐτὸν165 might have been added by the translator to make sense of the 
resulting sequence: «there will rise up dry land, a thorn» > «there will rise 
up into it as into dry land a thorn», although it is also possible that εἰς αὐτὸν 
represents an element in the Vorlage, which effectively provoked addition 
of the second adverbial phrase by the translator: there will rise up into it 
dry land a thorn > there will rise up into it as into dry land a thorn. This 
second possibility is somewhat strengthened by Peshitta’s Ìܒ, suggesting, 
like εἰς αὐτὸν, the presence of ֹוּב in the Vorlage of LXX and Peshitta, although 
Ìܒ could also simply be a stylistic addition by Peshitta,166 perhaps under the 
influence of LXX (cf. §22, on v. 7b).167
1QIsaa, which differs from MT only in the spelling of ֹאל both times as 
אול (see §5) and the use of an introductory waw (also in LXX and Peshitta; 
see §18), supports MT against any variant Hebrew text that might possibly 
underlie LXX (and Peshitta) in the sequence εἰς αὐτὸν ὡς εἰς χέρσον ἄκανθα.168
163. In view of the correspondences outlined, it is less likely that the LXX text here arose 
from scribal misreading of ו  ר(י)משׁ, «thorn and» as םֵמ(וֹ)שׁ, «(as) something desolate»; cf. Isa 
27:4, where ר(י)ִמָשׁ, in תִיַשׁ ריִמָשׁ יִנֵנְתִּי־יִמ (MT), was apparently read as, or interpreted as equivalent 
to, רֵמ(ו)ֹשׁ: τίς με θήσει φυλάσσειν καλάμην ἐν ἀγρῷ, «who will set me to watch stubble in a field?» 
(NETS).
164. Omission of the second εἰς (ὡς εἰς χέρσον) or its transformation into ὡσεί, «as» in at 
least five minuscule mss. and the Sahidic (see Ziegler’s edition, pp. 137-38) probably simply 
represents corruption or development within the Greek transmission process; cf. Odes 10:6: καὶ 
ἀναβήσεται εἰς αὐτὸν ὡσεὶ εἰς χέρσον ἄκανθαι.
165. The variant ἐπ᾽ αὐτὸν is attested in minuscule Ms. 323 (Grottaferrata A = Codex res-
criptus Cryptoferratensis; see the editions of Swete and Ziegler), which perhaps suggests har-
monization with the ms.’s use of the same expression in v. 6b (according to Swete’s apparatus), 
for MT’s ויָלָﬠ, rather than the presence of this Hebrew form in the Greek translator’s Vorlage in 
v. 6a.
166. Cf., e.g., the addition of ὑπὸ πυρός at 9:17 (see n. 162) and a preposition in Vulgata’s 
rendering of 7:24, ץֶרָאָה־לָכ הֶיְהִתּ תִיַשָׁו ריִמָשׁ־יִכּ, as «vepres enim et spinae erunt in universa terra».
167. Apart from its use of Ìܒ and of the waw in ÑéÜÿå ܐĆßܘ, Peshitta’s rendering is similar 
to that of Vulgata, with pluralization of the third verb and the first of its subjects (Ìܒ ܢÍîܐåܘ 
ܐûïØܘ ܐܒÍ̈Ü); in the five other instances of תִיַשְׁו ריִמָשׁ in Isaiah (7:23, 24, 25; 9:17; 10:17) the order 
is reversed: ܐܒÍ̈Üܘ ܐûïØ.
168. Neither BHK (R. Kittel) nor BHS (D. Winton Thomas) offers any note in this regard. 
For LXX, ἀναβήσεται ... ἄκανθα appears in an explicitly plural form, ἀναβήσονται ... ἄκανθαι, in, 
among other ancient sources, Vaticanus and Sinaiticus (and its correctors) (see the editions 
of Rahlfs and Ziegler; cf. Odes 10:6, cited in n. 164). Μὴ σκαφῇ ἔτ(ε)ι of Sinaiticus (see Swete’s 
edition and that of Ziegler) would seem to represent a harmonizing with v. 5a, τί ποιήσω ἔτι τῷ 
ἀμπελῶνί μου, rather than a Hebrew Vorlage with דוֹע. Similarly, there is no parallel in the Hebrew 
or the versions for the additional καί of minuscule Ms. 26: καί ὡς εἰς χέρσον. The last three words 
here are rendered as «of their accord» (αὐτόματα) in Symmachus and Minuscule Ms. 710 and 
as «adamant(ine)» (ἀδάμας, which LXX uses for ךְָנֲא, «plumbline» at Amos 7:7-8), in Aquila; see 
Ziegler’s edition.
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For the Scroll’s use of הָלָﬠְו, as in MT, see §14. For LXX’s introduction of 
ἄκανθα, «thorn» in vv. 2b and 4b, as a literary and rhetorical device to bind 
the elements of the Song more closely together, see §24.
§32 (v. 6b)
MT/1QIsaa: רָטָמ ויָלָﬠ ריִטְמַהֵמ הֶוַּצֲא םיִבָﬠֶה לַﬠְו
TgJon: הָאוּבְנ ןוֹהיֵלֲﬠ ןוֹבַּנְתִי אָלְדּ דיֵקַּפֲא אָיַיִּבְנ לַﬠְו
MT is followed exactly by LXX and Vulgata;169 Peshitta translates less 
literally, with regard to word order in the main clause and to the diction 
of the object clause: ܐûÓâ ܝܗÍàî ܢÿÐ̈å ܐĆßܕ ܐææ̈ïß ܕÍùñܐܘ; the targum, while 
retaining the structure of the Hebrew, incorporates interpretation of clouds 
as prophets and rain as prophecy.170 1QIsaa offers no support for the tar-
gum’s use of the third person plural, «(upon) them», here or elsewhere in 
the unit (see §21). The targum’s rendering of ֹתוַּצְל as הָדָקַּפְל is standard in 
Isaiah.171
§33 (v. 7a)
MT / 1QIsaa הָדוּהְי שׁיִאְו לֵאָרְשִׂי תיֵבּ תוֹאָבְצ ׳י םֶרֶכ יִכּ
Peshitta: çâܕ  ܐû̈ܒܓܘ  áØûéØܐ  ÿÙܒܕ  ܘܗ  ܐÿÙܒ  ܐåÿàÙÏ  ܐØûâܕ  ÌâûÜܕ  áÓâ 
ܐܕܘÌØ
1QIsaa has no bearing on Peshitta’s expansive rendering of לֵאָרְשִׂי תיֵבּ and 
הָדּוהְי  ׁשיִא as respectively «the house, which is the house of Israel» and «the 
men who are from Judah» (contrast v. 3a: ܐܕܘÌØܕ ܐû̈ܒܓ) nor on the targum’s 
interpretation of ׳י םֶרֶכּ as «the people of Y.» (יויַדּ  היֵמַﬠ), an identification 
already made explicitly in v. 1 (see §21) and implicitly in v. 5: MT: ־רֶשֲׁא תֵא
יִמְרַכְל הֶֹשׂע יִנֲא; TgJon: יִמַּﬠְל דַבֲﬠַמְל דיִתֲﬠ אָנֲאַדּ תָי.
169. LXX: καὶ ταῖς νεφέλαις ἐντελοῦμαι τοῦ μὴ βρέξαι εἰς αὐτὸν ὑετόν; Vulgata: «et nubibus 
mandabo ne pluant super eam imbrem.»
170. For other examples of this equivalence in Jewish and Christian tradition, see RIBERA 
FLORIT, Targum, 79, n. 7.
171. Of the ten occurrences of the verb in the MT of Isaiah, six are rendered in this way: 
5:6; 10:6; 13:3; 23:11; 38:1; 45:11; the four exceptions are at 34:16; 45:12; 48:5; 55:4.
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§34 (v. 7b)
MT / 1QIsaa: הָקָﬠְצ הֵנִּהְו הָקָדְצִל
LXX: καὶ οὐ δικαιοσύνην ἀλλὰ κραυγήν
The parallelistic structure found in MT, «and he waited for justice and, 
behold, bloodshed; for righteousness and, behold, outcry», broadly reflect-
ed in 1QIsaa, has a different shape in LXX: «I waited for producing judge-
ment but it produced lawlessness, and not righteousness, but outcry».172 
LXX appears either to have interpreted the Hebrew text as found in MT 
and 1QIsaa in a particular way or to have read a different text in which a 
waw preceded the clause (הקדצלו, interpreted as הָקָדְצ ֹאלְו). 1QIsaa offers no 
support for such a reading and neither does TgJon —which, perhaps for 
clarity, reintroduces the verb employed in the preceding structure, ןוּדְבֲﬠַיְדּ 
וּכָז (for ה ָ֖ק ָדְצִל of MT) and goes on to expand the final clause (ןָגְּסַמ  ןוּניִא  אָהְו 
ןיִבוֹח for הָקָﬠְצ הֵנִּהְו) — or Vulgata. Peshitta follows the structure of MT (and 
1QIsaa) throughout the four clauses in question.
4. SUMMARIZING COMMENTS
Leaving aside differences that have very little bearing on meaning, in 
orthography, morphology and syntax —for example  אנביו for ןֶבִיַּו in v. 2a 
(§10) or ריסא for רֵסָה in v. 5b (see below)—, and even lexis —for example 
ימרכב for יִמְרַכְל in v. 4a (§12)— as well as probable mistakes by the scribe 
—notably חפשמל  הנהו for חָפְּשִׂמ  הֵנִּהְו in v. 7b (§19)— the Isaiah Scroll text 
might have been interpreted differently from MT in a more significant way 
in just one case, that of ץרפ in v. 5b, which in the Scroll appears to have 
been understood not, as it is in MT, as an infinitive, ֹץרָפּ, but as the noun, 
ץֶרֶפּ, «breach», resulting in a quite different structure from that represented 
by MT: «I will remove its fence and its wall will become the burning of a 
breach and it will become (as) (a place of) trampling» (see §17). Here, then, 
the same consonantal form appears to be interpreted quite differently in 
MT and the Isaiah Scroll. In contrast, at the start of v. 5b, the Scroll’s ריסא, 
while differing in form from MT’s infinitive absolute רֵסָה, effectively yields 
the same meaning as that intended by the infinitive (and expressed in the 
first-person verbs of the versions; see §17).
172. NETS: «I waited for him to produce justice, but he produced lawlessness —nor did he 
produce righteousness, but a cry».
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A less important difference appears at the beginning of the unit (v. 1), 
where the absence of the precative particle אָנ from the Isaiah Scroll —הרישא 
ידוד תריש ידידיל— might represent a more popular version of an earlier, and 
more formal, text with … יִדיִדיִל אָנּ הָריִשָׁא (see §16).
In a similarly small number of cases the Isaiah Scroll text of the Song of 
the Vineyard might yield text-critical evidence for reconstructing forms of 
text that differ, albeit slightly, from the text of MT and might in some cases 
underlie apparent divergences from MT in the versions.
At the beginning of v. 6, the additional conjunction in 1QIsaa (רמזי אולו) 
might ultimately, with evidence from the versions, reflect a form of Hebrew 
text that read not, as MT, רֵמָזִּי ֹאל הָתָב וּהֵתיִשֲׁאַו, but רֵמָזִּי ֹאל וֹּהתְב וּהֵתיִשֲׁאַו, «I will 
turn it into a wasteland [...]» (see §18).
At the end of v. 7a, the Isaiah Scroll’s ועושעש, while perfectly consistent 
with MT’s וי ָ֑ﬠוּשֲׁﬠַשׁ might represent the type of reading that gave rise to first-
person interpretation in LXX, the final waw in ועושעש perhaps appearing in 
the Greek translator’s Vorlage, or misinterpreted, as a yod (see §22).
In v. 3a, the Isaiah Scroll’s plural םלשורי  יבשוי for MT’s collective בֵשׁוֹי 
ִםַלָשׁוּרְי might represent a variant that underlies TgJon’s םַלְשׁוּרְי יֵבְתָי and Vul-
gata’s habitatores Jerusalem (see §11).
The Isaiah Scroll appears to have no direct bearing on other LXX dif-
ferences from MT in the Song of the Vineyard: use of first- rather than 
third-person forms in vv. 1a and 2a-b (also TgJon; see §22; for LXX’s use of 
the first person in v. 7b, shared by Targum, Peshitta and Vulgata, see above 
on ועושעש in v. 7a); structural harmonization of the initial sequence in v. 7b 
with the sequences in vv. 2b and 4b (also TgJon; see §22); differences in the 
first two verbs in v. 2a (also in Peshitta and Vulgata): «put a hedge around 
it and fenced it in» (NETS) for MT’s «tilled it and cleared it of stones» (§22); 
double rendering of קֵֹרשׂ (§22); absence of an equivalent to precative אָנ in 
vv. 3b, 5a (§27); ἐν ἐμοὶ for MT’s יִניֵבּ in v. 3b (§28); «addition» of εἰς αὐτὸν (cf. 
Peshitta’s Ìܒ) in v. 6a and ὡς εἰς χέρσον ἄκανθα, «as into a wasteland a thorn» 
for MT’s תִי ָ֑שָׁו ריִמָשׁ, «thistle and thorn» also in v. 6a (§31); and ἀλλά, «but» 
for MT’s הֵנִּהְו, «and behold» at the end of v. 7b (§34).
The same is true of Peshitta’s use of ÌßÊܓâ, «its tower», for MT’s וֹתָכּוּשְׂמ, 
«its fence», in v. 5b, which appears to represent an attempt (whether delib-
erate or unconscious) to bring v. 5b into closer relationship with v. 2a (§29), 
just as LXX’s rendering of םיִשֻׁאְבּ, «sour grapes» as ἄκανθαι, «thorns» in vv. 
2b and 4b serves to bring these elements of the text into closer relationship 
with the final sequence of v. 6a (see §24). 
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Summary
This study of the Qumran Isaiah scroll of the Song of the Vineyard sug-
gests that, apart from differences that have very little bearing on meaning, the 
text might have been interpreted differently from MT in a more significant 
way in just one case, that of ץרפ in v. 5b. A less important difference appears 
at the beginning of the unit (v. 1), where the absence of the precative particle 
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אָנ from the Isaiah Scroll might represent a more popular version of an earlier, 
and more formal, text.
In a similarly small number of cases the Isaiah Scroll text might yield 
text-critical evidence for reconstructing forms of text that differ, albeit slightly, 
from the text of MT and might in some cases underlie apparent divergences 
from MT in the versions. The Isaiah Scroll appears to have no direct bearing 
on other LXX differences from MT in the Song of the Vineyard. The same is 
true of Peshitta version. 
Sumari
Aquest estudi del Cant de la Vinya en el rotllo d’Isaïes de Qumran pro-
posa que, a més d’algunes diferències que tenen molt poca influència sobre 
el sentit, hi podria haver un cas en el qual el canvi de sentit fos més impor-
tant, el cas de ץרפ en el v. 5b. Una diferència menys important es troba al 
començament de l’episodi (v. 1) on l’absència en el rotllo d’una partícula 
precativa, אָנ, podria representar una versió popular d’un text primitiu de 
caire més formal. 
També en un petit nombre de casos és possible que en el rotllo d’Isaïes 
hi hagi alguns indicis que permetin de reconstruir unes formes del text que 
divergeixen, encara que poc, del text del TM, les quals podrien haver pro-
vocat divergències amb el TM en les versions antigues. Pel que sembla, el 
rotllo d’Isaïes no té res a veure amb altres diferències en la forma del Cant 
de la Vinya en la LXX, ni tampoc en la versió de la Peshitta.
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